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Executive Summary
The Evolving Context of Climate
Cooperation

With the entry into force of the Paris Agreement,
heterogeneity of domestic action has become an
accepted feature of the climate regime. Whereas the
earlier Kyoto Protocol formalised a binary asymmetry
of effort between developed and developing states,
the new architecture now requires all parties to
contribute towards common climate objectives,
albeit in accordance with vastly divergent national
circumstances.

Given this flexibility, levels of climate ambition differ
widely across countries, and may grow larger as
countries chart their individual paths towards everdeeper decarbonisation. Universal participation in
this collective effort is not guaranteed, however, as
the withdrawal of the United States from the Paris
Agreement has shown. Even among participants
in the new regime, the achievement of mitigation
pledges may be imperfect, with limited chances to
address compliance shortfalls.

Concerns about the impacts of uneven climate
action, reinforced by concurrent nationalism
and protectionism trends in many countries, will
sustain or increase pressure to apply some form
of corrective measure or safeguard. Whereas
political discourses about climate action tend to be
dominated by preoccupation with competitiveness
of domestic industries, the displacement of
production, investment and fuel consumption due to
differences in climate ambition also has significant
environmental consequences.

8

Such effects – collectively referred to as leakage
– have been discussed in the context of climate
policies, such as the Emissions Trading System in
the European Union, the proposed federal climate
legislation in the United States, and the forthcoming
national carbon market in China. So far, existing
policy frameworks have mostly addressed the risk
of leakage with measures behind the border, from
output-based rebates and free allocation of emission
rights to full exemption of affected emitters.

A growing body of evidence suggests that these
approaches have not performed as intended,
however, causing regulatory capture, perverse
incentives, and windfall profits. Although often
designed to be temporary, these measures have also
proven resilient to change, and will likely remain in
place given the observed context of persistent policy
heterogeneity. As parties to the Paris Agreement
engage in progressively more ambitious climate
action, this situation may become increasingly
untenable, generating pressure for more suitable
approaches to counter leakage.

Climate Strategies

Frequently Proposed, Rarely
Implemented: Border Carbon
Adjustments

An alternative mechanism to address leakage is
implemented at the border, rather than behind it.
Border carbon adjustments (BCAs) seek to alleviate
the negative impacts of uneven climate efforts by
including imports in, or exempting exports from, a
carbon constraint. In their most elementary form,
they can be a tariff or other fiscal measure applied
to imported goods. They can also be implemented
through the extension of other compliance obligations
to imports, such as the requirement to purchase
emission allowances. Or they can instead benefit
exports, for instance through tax or regulatory relief.
BCAs have conceptual appeal and are politically
popular in certain countries. They promise to level
the playing field in competitive markets, prevent
leakage of carbon emissions, and incentivise
trade partners to strengthen their climate efforts.
Economic assessments suggest that BCAs can be
moderately to very effective in reducing leakage from
the relocation of production and related emissions,
and their ability to exert political leverage may also
promote convergence of policy ambition, helping
reduce leakage of investment and fuel consumption.

Designing Border Carbon Adjustments for Enhanced Climate Action

Calls to adopt BCAs have therefore been voiced
periodically for over a decade. Most recently French
President Emmanuel Macron said the instrument
is ‘indispensable’ to an ‘effective and equitable
ecological transition’ for Europe. Unlike earlier
proposals to introduce BCAs, which were limited
to industrialised countries and at least partly
directed against emerging economies, interest in
this mechanism has now extended to developing
countries.
Mexico’s
Nationally
Determined
Contribution to the Paris Agreement, for instance,
mentions BCAs as a prospective instrument, and a
senior official of the Mexican government recently
suggested this could be a viable option in relation to
the northern neighbour, the United States.

Still, BCAs have not yet been implemented on any
meaningful scale. Although they have featured in a
number of policy proposals and draft laws, including
major federal bills in the United States, only California
has so far put in place a BCA, which applies on
electricity imports from neighbouring states (see
Table ES-1). Proposals to date do not generally go
into great technical detail, deferring operational
aspects to subsequent rulemaking procedures.
Legal uncertainties, implementation challenges,
and fear of backlash from trading partners have
tended to deter policymakers from the pursuit of
BCAs, favouring alternative – yet environmentally
not always preferable – policy options behind the
border.

9

Table ES-1: Selected Case Studies
Name

Future Allowance
Import
Requirement
(FAIR)

Carbon Inclusion
Mechanism (CIM)

Border
Adjustment
Proposal for the
Cement Sector

American
Climate and
Energy Security
Act (HR 2454)

Californian
Emissions
Trading System

Climate
Leadership
Council
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Year

2007

Jurisdiction

Context

Coverage

Calculation Basis

Legislative draft
elaborated by
the European
European Union
Commission and
later abandoned;
never adopted

Imports and exports
of goods at risk of
carbon leakage, in
relation to countries
without comparable
climate action

Average carbon intensity
of EU goods, corrected
for average free
allowance allocation to
production (multiplied by
the imported weight)

Proposed by
France under EU
ETS legislation;
never adopted

Imported and
exported goods
at risk of carbon
leakage, in relation
to countries that do
not cooperate under
a new international
climate agreement
on mitigation, or
without carbon
pricing for the
sectors covered by
the EU ETS

Average direct emissions
of a European producer,
minus the free allocation
received based on
product benchmarks,
multiplied by the volume
of imported goods

Imported cement
and clinker from
countries without
adequate mitigation
efforts and/or
carbon content
pricing equivalent
to EU

Average emissions from
EU production (or less, if
lower emissions can be
proven) minus European
benchmark-based
free allocation value,
multiplied by the number
of imported goods

Goods from eligible
industrial sectors
and manufactured
items for
consumption from
countries that do
not meet specific
standards outlined in
the bill, and that are
not exempted for low
emissions or a low
level of development

National greenhouse gas
intensity rate in covered
countries for a category
of covered goods; an
allowance adjustment
factor for the allowances
that were allocated free
of charge in the United
States; and an economic
adjustment ratio for
foreign countries

Adopted and in
force

Electricity imported
into California
from neighbouring
states, provided
these are not linked
to the Californian
Emissions Trading
System

Electricity from specified
sources: actually
reported emissions
factor; electricity from
unspecified sources:
considered to be
above the coverage
threshold, and default
emissions factor applied.
Transmission loss
correction factor applied.

NGO proposal;
never adopted

Exports from
sectors with more
than 5% energy
cost in final value
to have any carbon
taxes rebated, and
non-emissive fossil
fuel products to be
exempt; not further
specified

Not further specified

2009

European Union

2016

Proposed by
France and
endorsed by
European Union a European
Parliament
committee; never
adopted

2009

Based on
a concept
proposed
by a private
company (AEP)
and a labour
union (IBEW);
passed only one
chamber of U.S.
legislature; never
adopted

2011

2017

United States

California

United States
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Existing literature offers guidance on how to design
a BCA that balances legal risk, administrative
complexity and its effectiveness as a tool to limit
emissions leakage. Since the earliest BCA proposals
were raised, moreover, availability of data to
determine the carbon embedded in traded products
as well as methodologies to measure climate policy
ambition have significantly improved. But remaining
uncertainties – including fear of judicial challenges
and retaliatory trade measures – have usually
been enough to stymy further exploration, and are
regularly invoked to great effect by opponents of
BCAs.

Observing
certain principles can reduce
vulnerabilities of a BCA, however, and the mere
possibility of a trade dispute should not have a
paralyzing effect. As with any policy, some risks
and trade-offs will remain, but the track record of
present alternatives to BCAs and heterogeneity
of climate effort suggest they deserve renewed
consideration. With a climate architecture for the
period beyond 2020 now firmly in place, moreover,
fears that a debate about BCAs could disrupt
sensitive negotiations are less relevant than they
were before the adoption of the Paris Agreement.

Text Box ES-1: Legal Aspects of BCAs

A central tenet of international trade law, the principle of non-discrimination, imposes certain
constraints on the design of a BCA. Set out in Articles I and III of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), this principle limits the ability of trade partners to differentiate treatment of ‘like’
domestic and imported products (National Treatment), as well as treatment of ‘like’ imports from
different foreign countries (Most-Favoured-Nation). A contentious point in this regard is whether carbon
emitted during production – often referred to as ‘embedded carbon’ – can justify differentiation for
the purposes of a BCA.

Absent judicial precedent, it is difficult to determine the precise boundaries of legal BCA design. To
reduce vulnerability in this regard, a BCA should not be imposed on products based on their country
of origin, nor should it differentiate between products of different countries. Still, given remaining
uncertainties, Articles XX(b) and (g) of the GATT are likely to remain important, as they provide for
the exemption of measures ‘necessary’ to protect human, animal or plant life or health, or ‘relating to’
the conservation of exhaustible natural resources. Additionally, such measures must not constitute a
‘means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination’ or a ‘disguised restriction on international trade.’

Overall, these provisions and related case law suggest that a BCA should: demonstrate a sufficient
environmental nexus, documenting the reduction of emissions leakage as its main purpose and the
ability to achieve it; avoid applying to exports, averting any risk of being considered a prohibited export
subsidy under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (ASCM); apply uniformly to
all trade partners, avoiding a violation of the Most-Favoured-Nation principle; account for climate
efforts of trade partners, and the variation between them, while avoiding differentiation based on the
country of origin; ensure basic fairness and due process. This should provide for serious, across-theboard negotiations with the objective of concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements to address the
risk of leakage. Because individual climate efforts remain within the remit of each party rather than
being centrally negotiated, the Paris Agreement may not satisfy this latter requirement, requiring
additional negotiations.

Designing Border Carbon Adjustments for Enhanced Climate Action
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Moving Forward: A Balanced
BCA Design

Based on an analysis of legal and economic literature
as well as existing case studies and proposals, we
propose a BCA design that strikes a balance between
legal durability, ease of implementation, and
environmental performance. Its main parameters
are outlined in the following subsections.

Scope and Coverage
Scope and coverage relates to products and trade
flows, affected countries, and types of carbon
constraints to adjust for. The BCA should:
•

•

•

Apply only to imports to hedge against
classification as a prohibited export subsidy
under the WTO Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures, and to avoid
incentivising domestic producers to increase the
carbon intensity of exports;
Cover only primary goods, i.e. commodities from
sectors with high carbon cost and trade exposure,
and limited ability to pass the cost through to
consumers. This reduces the administrative and
technical burden while delivering a majority of
environmental benefits;
Have a sectoral focus to observe the Most
Favoured Nation principle and prevent avoidance
(‘trans-shipment’) strategies by which importers
channel goods through exempted countries;

•

Exempt Least Developed Countries to respect
differentiation provisions in the climate and trade
regimes without undermining environmental
objectives;

•

Determine policies for which to adjust differences
in ambition. This is easiest with policies that
create an explicit carbon price, a natural starting
point for a BCA, although additional carbon
constraints may be included in its scope.

Calculating the Embedded Carbon
Determining the amount of carbon emitted during
production of a good depends on the scope of
emissions that are included and the methodology
used to calculate those emissions. This should
consider:
•

Direct emissions from production plus indirect
emissions from energy and heat inputs, as these
cover the majority of product-related emissions
without unduly adding technical complexity;

•

Global average sectoral benchmarks for direct
emissions (multiple benchmarks may be needed
in some sectors to reflect different production
technologies) to strike a balance between legal
concerns, fairness, and incentives to emission
reductions;

•

Regional or local factors for indirect emissions
to avoid a legally problematic link to countryspecific characteristics and more accurately
reflect real-world energy markets;

•

Average carbon intensity of domestic goods as a
fall-back or transitional approach when relevant
emissions data is unavailable or of insufficient
quality;

•

A transparent, accessible process, allowing
foreign producers to document actual emissions
and improved performance using third-partyverified data.

Adjustment Level
Once embedded emissions have been calculated,
the level of the BCA needs to be determined. As a
default, the adjustment will be based on the sectoral
benchmark multiplied by an explicit carbon price
and the amount of product, which, in the case of a
variable carbon price (e.g. in an emissions trading
system), may have to be averaged out across a
specified period.

For policies that do not generate an explicit carbon
price, or where the importing jurisdiction has
introduced multiple instruments in the covered
sector, the benchmark can be multiplied by an
effective carbon rate. Determining the effective
carbon rate is challenging, but it can be done
building on existing methodologies.
12
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The BCA is only meant to adjust for the differential
between the foreign and domestic climate policy
cost in the covered sectors. Accordingly, the level
of the BCA has to reflect any exemptions, rebates
or free allocation in the importing country, as well
as carbon constraints applied to imports in their
country of origin, all of which are then deducted
from the determined level.

Revenue Use

Expiration
A BCA should be temporary in nature and contain
a sunset clause prescribing its periodic review and
expiration once the leakage rate falls below a certain
level. Doing so averts the risk that instruments that
generate revenue become entrenched even after
their primary objective has been achieved,

Process

Rather than accrue to the general budget or be
recycled to the public, any revenue collected through
a BCA should be used to further its environmental
objective and benefit developing countries affected
by it.

Throughout the design and implementation of a
BCA, a process should apply that ensures fairness,
transparency and predictability. It should also provide
sufficient lead-time, opportunities for participation
by affected countries, as well as appeal and review
procedures. In parallel, good faith negotiations
with affected trade partners and the exploration of
potential steps within the trade regime to facilitate
BCA implementation should begin.

Figure ES-1: Design Steps and Related Process

1
Decide on
Introduction of
BCA

Notify intent
to introduce
BCA and open
dialogue well in
advance

Begin
exploration of
possible steps
within the trade
regime

2

4

3

Determine
Scope &
Coverage

Calculate
Embedded
Carbon

Notify intended
coverage of
goods and
sectors

Participatory
process to
calculate
sectoral
benchmarks
and emission
factors

Launch bi- or
multilateral
negotiations
on leakage
reduction

Allow process
to document
performance
that exceeds
benchmark
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Determine
Adjustment
Level

Create process
to document
perforamce
that exceeds
benchmark

5
Determine
Revenue Use

Engage with
developing
countries on
possible use of
revenue

6
Decide
Expiration Date

Periodic review
and expiration
once leakage
rate falls below
a certain level

Consider
independent
process for
determination
of effective
carbon rate
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1

Introduction
With the adoption of the Paris Agreement, the
international community has formally endorsed a
transition towards a more fragmented, domestically
driven architecture for international climate
cooperation. Although this new treaty has broadened
participation in the collective effort to address
climate change, as expressed in the large number
of Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)
submitted to date, parties have made pledges that
differ vastly in timing, nature and scope. Given the
modest provisions on compliance and enforcement
in the climate regime, moreover, these pledges may
see uneven implementation and outcomes.

between developed and developing states, the new
architecture now requires all parties to contribute
towards common objectives in accordance with vastly
divergent national circumstances. Its progressive
ambition and transparency frameworks may help
reach policy convergence in the long term, but in the
near future differences in the stringency of domestic
climate policies could persist or even increase.
More importantly, participation in the climate
regime cannot be taken for granted, as evidenced
by the recently announced withdrawal of the largest
economy and historical emitter of greenhouse gases
(GHGs), the United States of America.

Meanwhile, the cost of climate action is expected
to increase as abatement measures gradually
extend beyond low-hanging fruit to ensure a
broader decarbonisation of the economy, seeking
the balance between emission sources and sinks,
as committed under the Paris Agreement for the
second half of this century. While the earlier Kyoto
Protocol formally legitimised an asymmetry of effort

Uncertainty and asymmetry will therefore continue
to define collective climate action. As the economic
consequences of climate change and related policies
are raising the stakes, concerns about impacts on
domestic economies are also likely to increase
(Brandi, 2017: 6). The deployment of policies that
generate an explicit – and often politically sensitive
– carbon price, in particular, may further concerns

14
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about the comparability of climate policies across
jurisdictions and strengthen calls to safeguard a
level playing field for vulnerable sectors exposed to
international competition. But uneven climate efforts
may also have environmental consequences, as they
can favour displacement of production, investment,
and fuel consumption – and thus inevitably of
emissions – from regions with more stringent carbon
constraints to those with less climate ambition (Ward
et al., 2015).

Such effects – collectively referred to as leakage
– have been variously discussed in the context
of climate policies, such as the European Union
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), proposed
federal climate legislation in the United States, and
the forthcoming national carbon market in China.
So far, existing policy frameworks have mostly
addressed the risk of leakage with measures behind
the border, ranging from output-based rebates and
free allocation of emission rights to full exemption of
affected emitters.

A growing body of evidence suggests that these
approaches have not performed as intended,
however, with evidence of muted policy signals,
regulatory capture, perverse incentives, and windfall
profits (de Bruyn et al., 2016; Neuhoff et al., 2016; see
also below, Section 5.2). Although often designed to
be temporary, they have proven resilient to change,
and will likely remain in place given the observed
context of persistent policy heterogeneity. As parties
to the Paris Agreement engage in progressively more
ambitious climate action, this situation may become
increasingly untenable, raising the question of more
suitable approaches to counteract leakage.

Meanwhile, against a backdrop of slowing progress
and even partial setbacks in the liberalisation of
international trade, a surge in nationalist sentiment
has given rise to protectionist agendas in a number
of countries. Concerns about continued offshoring
of production, coupled with persistent trade deficits,
have translated into populist support for economic
retrenchment. These sentiments are exacerbated by
rising inequality and dissatisfaction with the status
quo (OECD, 2017: 4-7). Overall, public opinion seems
to be more sensitive to the risks of international
trade than by its benefits (Stokes, 2017).

Emboldened by these trends, some governments
have embraced restrictions on trade in goods and
services that would not have appeared viable only a
decade ago. With this rejection of global integration
and multilateralism, moreover, the free rider
dynamic that has impeded climate cooperation in
the past may gain ground again, not least given the
close proximity of economic competitiveness and
the highly political issue of industrial jobs.

More than two decades after they were first
suggested as a solution, border carbon adjustments
(BCAs) have therefore once again emerged in the
political debate. Frequently proposed, but rarely
implemented, BCAs seek to achieve symmetry in
the treatment of domestic and foreign products by
including imports in, or exempting exports from, a
carbon constraint (Kortum, 2017: 422). Calls for the
introduction of BCAs first originated in industrialised
countries, primarily out of concern about the lack of
comparable climate action in developing countries.
More recently, however, BCAs have been invoked as
a policy option in both developed and developing
countries, also as a response to the intended
defection of the US from the Paris Agreement. In
its NDC, for instance, Mexico mentions BCAs as a
prospective instrument,1 and a senior official of the
Mexican government recently suggested this is a
viable option in relation to the United States. Newly
elected French President Emmanuel Macron has even
said a BCA at the European border is ‘indispensable’
for a fair ecological transition (France, 2017). Calls
to explore BCAs have also been made by officials
or governmental entities in Argentina, Canada, Italy
and Japan, as well as by civil society actors such
as Sandbag in Europe and the Climate Leadership
Council (CLC) in the United States (see Section
4.2.3).

Unlike earlier – and mostly unsuccessful – efforts to
introduce BCAs, these latest appeals occur in a very
different context of growing policy heterogeneity,
expectations of universal efforts, and greater
willingness in some countries to explore protectionist
measures. Taken together, such trends signal greater
urgency of – and greater challenges for – ambitious
climate action than in the past.

1
In its NDC, Mexico included a conditional emissions reduction pledge of 40 per cent, subject to i.a. the creation of a BCA. See
Mexico (2015).
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As recent breakthroughs at the international level
prove highly vulnerable to national politics, and
the window for meaningful progress rapidly closes,
effective policy options that can better withstand
domestic pressures and foster climate action of
leaders and laggards alike seem more necessary
than ever.

Methodologies
for
carbon
measurement,
administrative and technical capacity for their
implementation, and availability and quality of
emissions data have greatly improved in recent
years as more elaborated climate policies, such
as emissions trading and offset crediting, have
been implemented. Similarly, efforts to establish
global databases with detailed information on
carbon embedded in traded goods and effective
carbon rates in different sectors have progressed.
Examples include several multi-regional input-output
databases (van de Lindt et al., 2017; Wiebe, Gandy
and Lutz, 2016; Wiebe and Yamano, 2016) and
upcoming activities such as the Carbon Loophole
project (ClimateWorks Foundation, 2017).

While this report cannot provide definitive answers to
all questions, it contributes to the newly invigorated
debate on BCAs by tracing the changed context of
climate action (Section 2), exploring the definition,
conceptual boundaries, and rationale of BCAs
(Section 3), analysing the context and substance of
past BCA proposals (Section 4), evaluating legal and
economic considerations for their design (Section
5), and setting out practical guidance on BCA design
and implementation building on these insights
(Section 6). To this end, the report proposes a
number of steps that would allow harnessing climate
benefits while limiting technical complexities and
legal risks of BCAs. Importantly, it does not argue
for or against the introduction of a BCA, as that
involves a political decision that can only be made
on the basis of specific circumstances, weighing
objectives and trade-offs. Instead, the report aims
to inform an open and sincere debate in the political
and epistemic communities exploring the potential
of this instrument, offering actionable steps to do so
through an iterative and transparent process.

Does this evolving context mean that the time for
more serious consideration of BCAs has finally
arrived? In theory, BCAs have the potential to correct
many shortfalls of existing policies. They promise to
appease domestic constituencies concerned about
the impacts of ambitious action, while providing
an incentive for other countries to strengthen their
climate efforts. With an agreed climate architecture
for 2020 and beyond firmly in place, earlier
concern about the potentially disruptive effect of
a debate about BCAs on the negotiating process
have lost some of their pertinence. Yet, the limited
experience of BCAs in practice is insufficient to
come to conclusions on their effectiveness, from
levelling the playing field and avoiding emissions
leakage to offering leverage against free riders.
What is more, substantial challenges remain prior to
implementation.
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Evolving Context of
Climate Cooperation
and International Trade
2.1 A More Bottom-up
Climate Regime
On December 12th, 2015, in Paris, Parties to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) adopted a new international
agreement to govern global climate action after
the Kyoto Protocol’s second commitment period
elapses in 2020. The Paris Agreement (UNFCCC,
2015) entered into force in November 2016,
following a historically swift ratification by a critical
mass of countries (55 countries representing at
least 55% of global emissions). Together with the
2016-2020 work package outlined in Decision 1/
CP.21 (UNFCCC, 2016), the Agreement signals an
important breakthrough for international climate
cooperation, after many years of impasse over
ostensibly irreconcilable domestic interests.

The Agreement sets out a number of goals to
strengthen the global response to climate change,
which include (UNFCCC, 2015: Article 2):
•

Limiting the global average temperature increase
to ‘well below’ 2°C above pre-industrial levels and
pursuing efforts to limit this increase to 1.5°C;

•

Increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse
impacts of climate change and foster low
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and climateresilient development; and

•

Making finance flows consistent with the pathway
outlined above.

To achieve its long-term temperature goals, the
Agreement also says global GHG emissions should
peak ‘as soon as possible’ and net zero emissions
should be reached in the second half of the century
(UNFCCC, 2015: Article 4).
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Central to the achievement of these objectives is
a bottom-up system of national climate pledges,
dubbed Nationally Determined Contributions,
or NDCs (for those parties who have ratified the
Agreement) and Intended Nationally Determined
Contributions, or INDCs (for those who have yet
to do so) (see Table 21 for selected examples).
While the Agreement covers issues such as climate
mitigation, adaptation, and financial, technological
and capacity-building support, the content, scope
and ambition levels of the submissions are largely
up to each country to individually determine. This
flexibility represents something of a double-edged
sword: it was an indispensable prerequisite for
securing widespread participation in the post-2020

climate regime – for the first time, an international
treaty incorporates mitigation contributions from
developing countries – but it offers little guarantee
that the aggregate country pledges will stave off the
most catastrophic climate change impacts (Rogelj et
al., 2016).
A second essential element of the Paris Agreement,
then, is the treaty’s embedded ‘ambition mechanism,’
which requires countries to take stock of overall
progress on mitigation, adaptation, and support
measures, and communicate new NDCs with scaled
up ambition at five-year intervals (UNFCCC, 2015:
Articles 14 and 4).

Table 1: (I)NDCs of the World’s Top Five Emitters

Party

Key pledge

Note

By 2030:
•
China

•
•

Considerable uncertainty exists about
current emissions in China and the
peak emissions;
peaking time under a business-as-usual
lower the carbon intensity of GDP (BAU) policy scenario
by 60–65% below 2005 levels; and
increase the share of non-fossil
energy carriers of the total primary
energy supply to around 20%

By 2025:
United States

•

Reduce emissions by
compared to 2005 levels

By 2030:
European Union

•

Reduce
emissions
by
compared to 1990 levels

26–28%

On June 1st, 2017, US President Donald
Trump announced the US does not intend
40%
to implement this pledge

By 2030:

India

•

lower the emissions intensity of
GDP by 33–35% compared to 2005
levels;

•

increase the share of non-fossil
based power generation capacity
to 40% of installed electric power
capacity

By 2030:
Russian Federation
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•

As of December 2017, the Russian
Federation had not yet submitted an
Reduce emissions by 25%–30%
instrument for the ratification of the Paris
below 1990 levels
Agreement
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Although the Paris Agreement does not make any
explicit references to trade – unlike the UNFCCC (in
Article 3.5) or the Kyoto Protocol (in Article 2.3) –
achieving its goals is likely to affect the global trade
system both directly and indirectly.
Indirectly, taking the required degree of action
will mean a major overhaul of domestic policy
towards lower-emitting production and consumption
processes. This could be brought about, for instance,
through the adoption of new regulations and
standards; the introduction of market signals and
mechanisms such as carbon pricing; and by scaling
up investments in climate technology research
and development. Even where they are primarily
intended as domestic measures, such interventions
can have significant cross-border effects as they
affect products and services imported and exported
by countries. Indeed, global trade in environmental
goods is already estimated at almost US$1 trillion
annually, and growing (USTR, n.d.).
Moreover, there are numerous trade-related measures
which countries may deploy to promote the goals of
the Paris Agreement, including (Droege et al., 2016;
Brandi, 2017; Elkahwagy et al., 2017):
•

Removing or reducing tariffs on environmental
goods and services;

•

Developing technical standards for low-carbon
products traded across borders;

•

Reforming fossil fuel subsidies;

•

Putting in place border carbon adjustments
(BCAs) to address carbon leakage;

•

Greening public procurement;

•

Providing renewable energy subsidies;

•

Participating in the Paris Agreement’s new
cooperation mechanisms, which may occur
through use of markets for transferred mitigation
outcomes (Article 6).

The built-in flexibility and bottom-up nature of
the new international climate regime are uniquely
suited to allow certain actors to move ahead with
climate action while others fall behind. Following
the announcement of the US withdrawal from the
Paris Agreement, for example, key Parties such as
China, the EU and India were quick to reaffirm their
commitment to move ahead with the implementation
of the deal (Sengupta et al., 2017).2
The US withdrawal can be linked to trade in several
ways. US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
criticised the Paris Agreement as ‘another unfair
trade barrier’, which ‘while giving other major
economies a pass […] would put American
workers and businesses at an unfair disadvantage,
undercutting American competitiveness in the global
economy’ (USTR, 2017). Conversely, the decision by
the US may lead other countries to take measures in
the area of trade to ‘level the playing field’ between
those that intend to uphold or increase their climate
ambition and those with less stringent rules. For
instance, following the election of President Trump,
the Mexican Undersecretary for Environmental Policy
and Planning, Rodolfo Lacy Tamayo, warned that
carbon tariffs ‘are an option’ (Davenport, 2016),
echoing mention of BCAs in the Mexican INDC as
a condition for more stringent domestic action
(Mexico, 2015: 2).
To the North of the US, Catherine M. McKenna,
Canada’s Minister of Environment and Climate
Change, also suggested that BCAs deserve attention
and should be considered ‘ideally through the World
Trade Organisation’ (Garside, 2017). More recently,
the Italian Senate called on the government to
propose a BCA at the European level out of concern
for the competitiveness of vulnerable sectors (Italy,
2017). The newly elected President of France,
Emmanuel Macron, also appealed on the EU to
spearhead an ecological transition, calling a carbon
tax at EU’s borders ‘indispensable’3 (France, 2017).
At the same time, worried about such measures,
more than 300 business leaders, investors, and other
stakeholders joined forces in 2017, arguing that
withdrawal from the Paris Agreement would harm
American companies doing business overseas, as
it would exacerbate trade imbalances and undercut
America’s negotiating position in trade talks (World
Trade Online, 2017a).

2
At the July 2017 meeting of the G20 in Hamburg, the US also found itself largely isolated. While the G20 Declaration took note of
the Trump administration’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Accord, the rest of the G20 confirmed that the Agreement is ‘irreversible’ and
reiterated their commitment both to the deal and to past pledges related to climate finance for developing countries (ICTSD, 2017).
3
‘Il nous faut aussi, pour réussir cette stratégie, assurer pour nos industriels les plus exposés à la mondialisation d’être sur
un pied d’égalité avec les entreprises, les industries concurrentes venant d’autres régions du monde qui n’ont pas les mêmes exigences
environnementales. C’est pour cela qu’il nous faut une taxe aux frontières de l’Europe sur le carbone, c’est indispensable’ (France, 2017).
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2.2 A Changing Outlook on
Trade Policy and Liberalisation

Like international climate policy, international trade
– and trade policy – have been in a state of flux in
recent years.
Stagnant trade flows, subdued investment, increasing
policy uncertainty and a rise in anti-globalisation
sentiment marked 2016 as a particularly difficult
year (OECD, 2017), with an estimated growth of
global gross domestic product (GDP) at a post-crisis
low of 2.3% (World Bank, 2017; World Economic
Forum, 2017). The World Trade Organization (WTO)
has forecast a global trade growth of 2.4% in 2017,
which would imply a considerable recovery compared
to a meagre 1.3% in 2016. However, the actual rate
of trade growth may fall somewhere in the range of
1.8% to 3.6%, in view of widespread uncertainty
regarding national-level policies (WTO, 2017b).
Indeed, there is a heightened risk of protectionism
(Kottasová, 2017), particularly following electoral
outcomes in the US and the United Kingdom (UK)
(World Bank, 2017).
International trade talks have been marked by ups
and downs. In the WTO context, a major milestone
for the global trading system was reached in early
2017 when the first multilateral deal concluded in
the body’s 21-year history – the Trade Facilitation
Agreement – entered into force. But the last WTO
Ministerial Conference cast doubts on the future of
the Doha Development Agenda (DDA), as expressed
in the Nairobi Declaration (WTO, 2015: para. 30):

We recognize that many Members
reaffirm the [DDA], and the Declarations
and Decisions adopted at Doha and at
the Ministerial Conferences held since
then, and reaffirm their full commitment
to conclude the DDA on that basis. Other Members
do not reaffirm the Doha mandates, as they believe
new approaches are necessary to achieve meaningful
outcomes in multilateral negotiations. Members have
different views on how to address the negotiations.
The reference to ‘new approaches’ was included at
the insistence of the US and the EU, and implied
approaches that do not necessarily involve all
members of the WTO, or may be concluded outside
its remit. This move can be seen in the context of
a boom in regional trade agreements (RTAs) in the
past decades. By July 2016, the WTO had received
445 notifications of RTAs, 279 of which were in
20

force at that time (WTO, n.d.). In addition to RTAs,
there has been a shift toward so-called ‘megaregional’ trade agreements, which involve nations
covering a substantial share of world trade and
have an expansive scope that goes beyond market
access covering issues such as regulatory coherence.
Moreover, a variety of plurilateral agreements have
either been concluded or are under negotiation. An
example is the Environmental Goods Agreement, on
which talks stalled in December 2016 (ICTSD, 2016).
The WTO’s eleventh Ministerial Conference (MC11),
from December 10th to 13th, 2017 in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, will deal with harmful fisheries subsidies
and potentially advance outcomes on agriculture
and domestic regulation. However, the negotiation
outcomes remain uncertain, and WTO DirectorGeneral Roberto Azevêdo has expressed pessimism
about the availability of low-hanging fruit for this
meeting (Ravi Kanth, 2017). Amidst heightened
scepticism about the future of the WTO, on July
26th 2017 a group of 47 developing and developed
member countries issued a joint call to fellow
members to work together to ensure the sound
functioning of the WTO-based trading system (WTO,
2017a).
While the WTO is facing its own challenges, the
future of several mega-regional trade agreements
is also shrouded in uncertainty. Just three days into
his presidency, Donald Trump pulled the US out
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), indicating
the administration’s preference for a two-pronged
approach: (1) to re-examine all the current US trade
deals with the aim of improving upon them; and
(2) to explore new bilateral trade deals with other
countries, including some of the TPP partners
with whom the US does not have a bilateral trade
agreement yet (Williams and Fergusson, 2017).
Given the sheer size of the US market relative to
other TPP countries, the US withdrawal reduces the
economic value of the pact for remaining members.
Nonetheless, TPP countries are taking steps to move
forward with the agreement without the US (Williams
and Fergusson, 2017).
Even though it has pulled out of the TPP, the US
intends to continue its strong bilateral engagement
with Asia-Pacific countries to maintain America’s
influence in the region. Still, the US withdrawal
from the TPP is likely to have important geopolitical
implications that extend beyond international
trade. As it was conceived without China, the TPP
was not just an instrument of trade liberalisation,
but also the major non-military pillar of the Obama
Climate Strategies

administration’s ‘pivot to Asia’ (Boyer, 2016).
Consequently, it has been suggested that China may
reap geopolitical advantages from the US withdrawal
(Gomez, 2017).

agreements that go well beyond Europe. According
to the Financial Times, at least 759 bilateral trade
agreements may need to be renegotiated following
the UK departure from the EU (McLean, 2017).

The US departure from the TPP negotiations has
also resulted in an increased focus on another megaregional trade agreement, which involves China but
not the US, namely the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP). The RCEP brings on
board 10 ASEAN (Association of South East Asian
Nations) member countries alongside with Australia,
China, India, Japan, New Zealand and South Korea.
Should this Partnership move forward in its current
form, the US could face higher tariffs in individual
RCEP countries (excluding existing US free trade
agreement partners) compared to those faced by
RCEP members. More importantly, RCEP could have
significant influence in shaping the region’s trade
rules. Although RCEP negotiations are still underway,
when compared to the TPP, the Partnership is likely
to be less comprehensive in terms of tariff coverage
and much less stringent in the areas of environmental
protection, intellectual property rights and labour
standards (Williams and Fergusson, 2017).

Both trade and climate change have dominated the
agenda of some of the high-level meetings of 2017,
including the G20 meeting of finance ministers in
Baden-Baden (Germany) in March; the G7 Leaders’
Summit in Taormina (Italy) in May; the OECD
Ministerial Council Meeting in Paris (France) in June;
and the G20 Leaders’ Summit in Hamburg (Germany)
in July. At every occasion, the US was isolated on the
issue of climate change.

The Trump administration has not formally shut the
door on another potential mega-regional trade deal:
the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP) between the US and the EU (World Trade Online,
2017b). The TTIP negotiations stalled in September
2016 as EU trade ministers realised that it would
not be possible to conclude the deal before the end
of President Obama’s tenure. Instead of focusing all
attention on TTIP for transatlantic trade flows, the
Trump administration is considering entering into
agreements with the EU on specific issues outside
of the TTIP framework. Negotiating a US-EU trade
deal is, however, not a top priority for either side at
the moment. The US is currently according a higher
priority to the renegotiation of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The EU, for its part,
is shifting its focus to bilateral and regional trade
deals with a range of parties, including Japan, the
Mercosur nations, and Mexico, to name a few (World
Trade Online, 2017c).
Another recent development that is relevant from
a trade policy perspective is the UK’s decision to
leave the EU, a two-year process (at least) formally
triggered in March 2017. In the negotiations that are
shaping the terms of the post-Brexit era, discussions
on a future trade agreement between the EU and the
UK are yet to begin. As it stands now, EU negotiator
Michel Barnier has indicated that the EU Member
States could reject a trade deal with the UK unless the
UK government gave assurances that it would not use
Brexit to deregulate and weaken standards, including
environmental and social standards (The Guardian,
2017). Brexit may have consequences for trade

On the trade front, a slight softening of the Trump
administration’s stance can be observed, at least
to the extent reflected in formal declarations. While
the G20 finance ministers’ meeting had to drop any
commitment to renounce to ‘protectionism’, the G20
Leaders’ Summit Declaration managed to include a
pledge to tackle protectionism, along with a reference
on the value of open markets – both of which were
hot-button topics in the run-up to the summit. A
closer look at the language, however, reveals that
the G20 leadership had to concede considerable
ground compared to past years’ declarations, to
accommodate US views and concerns (ICTSD, 2017).

2.3 Interim Conclusions

The adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2015
heralded a new era of international cooperation on
climate change, with the new regime following a
more universal and more bottom-up approach for
setting commitments at international level. While
offering countries much flexibility in the choice of
climate targets and policies to achieve them, the new
global climate architecture also opens the door to the
adoption of a range of trade-related measures, with
stakeholders in different countries calling for border
measures to counter the US decision to withdraw
from the Agreement.
In the realm of international trade, the persistent
stalemate of the WTO’s Doha Round has been
accompanied by a parallel rise in regional and
‘mega-regional’ trade agreements. At the same
time, trade deals in general have come under fire
from several angles, including rising protectionism
following the election of Donald Trump in the US,
and the Brexit decision in the UK. It is against this
political backdrop that proposals for BCAs need to
be understood and assessed.
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3

Concept and Rationale
3.1 Definition and
Conceptual Boundaries

BCAs seek to alleviate the negative impacts of uneven
climate efforts by levelling the carbon constraint
at the border. In their most elementary form, they
take the shape of a tariff or other fiscal measure
applied to imported goods from countries which
have not taken comparable climate action (Hufbauer
et al., 2009: 6). Much of the political debate on
BCAs has focused on border adjustments applied to
imports in conjunction with domestic carbon pricing
instruments, such as a carbon tax or emissions
trading system:
•

•
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In the case of a carbon tax, a BCA on imports
would charge a covered imported good the
equivalent of its carbon tax liability had it been
produced domestically.
In the case of an emissions trading system, a BCA
would require the domestic importers or foreign
exporters of a covered good to buy emission
allowances side by side with the domestic

producers of the same (or similar) good (Cosbey,
2008: 20).
While these are the most commonly discussed cases,
BCAs can also be implemented through the extension
of other compliance obligations applied to imports,
such as performance standards. Because border
adjustments limited to imports will only affect the
relative price of domestic and foreign goods in the
imposing country (Fischer et al., 2009: 25), a BCA
can alternatively or cumulatively apply to exports,
rebating the domestic carbon constraint through tax
or regulatory relief (Brewer, 2004; Kortum, 2017:
422).
BCAs will generally share a number of common design
features (for specific design recommendations, see
Section 6). A BCA has to determine its scope and
coverage, that is, specify the products and trade flows
affected by it, the sectors or geographies it applies
to, and the types of carbon constraints it adjusts for.
Because BCAs adjust for differences in embedded
carbon and applicable carbon constraints, they also
have to contain a decision on the scope of included
emissions and a methodology to calculate those
Climate Strategies

emissions. Once embedded emissions have been
calculated, the level of adjustment needs to be
determined, factoring in any exemptions and rebates
afforded to domestic producers. Finally, decisions
also need to be taken with regard to the use of
collected revenues, and the potential timeline of a
BCA, including its entry into force and expiration. As
important as the substantive design is, the process
through which the BCA is adopted and implemented
should be transparent, inclusive, and aim for fair and
equitable treatment of affected producers.
Slight variations to this design formula exist,
such as BCAs implemented at sub-national rather
than national borders, an approach that has seen
application in California (Section 4.2.2). Caution
should be applied, however, to distinguish BCAs from
other climate policy measures that are conceptually
similar and applied at or beyond national borders.
An example is the extension of domestic climate
policies to activities beyond the sovereign territory
of the implementing state, as occurred with the
inclusion of international air travel in the scope of
the EU ETS (Hartmann, 2013). Although of interest
for the judicial determination it elicited, pursuant to
which coverage of emissions from foreign aircraft
in international airspace and over foreign territory
does ‘not infringe the principle of territoriality or the
sovereignty’ of third states,4 the application of the
EU ETS to international aviation is not a conventional
BCA. Rather than adjusting for differences in climate
ambition between two jurisdictions, it subjected all
emissions from air travel – both within and outside
the EU’s territory – to the European carbon constraint,
and merely set out a process to ‘consider options
available in order to provide for optimal interaction’
with measures in the country of origin, which ‘may’
result in a legislative amendment to exclude such
flights (Article 25a of Directive 2008/101/EC).
Policies to measure and address emissions from
consumption similarly share certain features with
a BCA. In an attempt to overcome shortfalls of
the territorial approach to emissions accounting
and mitigation, such as emissions displacement
from structural change and relocation of emitting
activities, these policies target emissions along the
entire value chain instead of merely at the point
of production (van de Lindt et al., 2017). Policies
targeting consumption can restore muted policy
signals along the value chain, complementing policies
that operate further upstream (Neuhoff et al., 2016).
Legislation adopted in California on October 16th
2017 to ensure that only primary goods meeting
California’s strict emission standards are eligible for
public procurement – the ‘Buy Clean California Act’5

– is an example of a policy targeting consumption.
Like BCAs, such approaches require reliable emission
data and robust methods to track emissions embodied
in trade and consumption (Dawkins et al., 2017). In
contrast to a BCA, however, they can intervene at any
level between producers, intermediaries and final
consumers, and are not limited to deployment at the
border. Moreover, their purpose is to reduce emissions
from domestic consumption, not to offset differences
in climate policy ambition across jurisdictions. On
the contrary, inclusion of consumption still leaves
room for application of a BCA to adjust for policy
differentials (Neuhoff et al., 2016).
A third approach conceptually similar to BCAs is a
uniform tariff or customs duty deployed by a group
of countries committed to an agreed level of climate
policy ambition against all products imported from
trading partners outside the group, irrespective of
the embedded carbon content of those products
(Bureau et al., 2017). It is based on the economic
theory of ‘clubs’ (Buchanan, 1965), meaning
voluntary groups deriving mutual benefits from
sharing the costs of activities that have public-good
characteristics, such as climate change mitigation.
Imposed against countries which fail to join the
club and meet its climate policy requirements, this
approach, its proponents contend, would penalise
free-riding in an effort to protect the global climate,
and promote the emergence of coalitions sharing
climate ambition with a high level of participation
and stability. Even moderate sanctions, they argue,
are sufficient to create a strategic situation in
which countries acting in their self-interest will
choose to enter the club and undertake emissions
reductions because of the structure of the incentives
(Nordhaus, 2015). Although this approach therefore
shares a strategic objective of BCAs (see Section
3.2), its focus lies on overcoming barriers to climate
cooperation rather than adjusting for differences in
climate ambition. Accordingly, it also departs in the
methods of tariff determination and application,
limiting the degree of overlap.

3.2 Rationale and Purpose
International trade makes the adjustment for carbon
embedded in traded goods highly relevant for
achieving the global mitigation objectives set out in
the Paris Agreement (see Section 2.1). Otherwise,
carbon leakage, which can occur if only a subset of

4
Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of December 21st 2011, Air Transport Association of America and Others v. Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate, Case C-366/10, para. 125.
5
California Assembly Bill No. 262, introduced by Members of the California State Assembly Rob Bonta (D-CA), Marc Steinorth (R-CA)
and Susan Talamantes Eggman (D-CA) on January 31st 2017, signed into law on October 15th 2017, adopted as Chapter 816 of the Public
Contract Code https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB262.
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countries takes ambitious climate action, may reduce
aggregate emission reductions and undermine
the environmental effectiveness of the collective
response to the climate crisis (Pew Center on Global
Climate Change, 2003: 46).
Such leakage can occur across a number of channels,
of which three are of particular importance: changes
in production cost, changes in capital flows, and
changes in fossil fuel consumption (Reinaud,
2008). Attention has mostly focused on the first
channel, where differences in production cost cause
substitution of goods from jurisdictions with carbon
constraints. Domestic emissions will fall in those
jurisdictions, but part of the reductions will only
occur because production – and related emissions
–shift to jurisdictions with lower or no mitigation
measures. When climate policies affect the return on
capital, they can also redirect investment to more
profitable opportunities elsewhere, and that, in turn,
can result in new or replaced production capacities
that emit more carbon than allowed domestically.
Finally, leakage can occur through displacement
of fossil fuels, as reduced demand from climate
policies exerts pressure on energy prices and thereby
strengthens demand elsewhere (Ward et al, 2015).
To effectively address leakage, BCAs therefore have
two central functions: to ‘level the playing field’
among competing producers and to create political
leverage for more climate action across countries.
Both help avoid the foregoing leakage effects, but –
as discussed below (and in Section 5) – they cannot
always be separated in practice.
Mitigation policies in a country which is highly
integrated in international goods and capital markets
will have both an impact on trade flows, especially if
it is a large producer, and in terms of domestic firms’
competitiveness if trade partners in other countries
face less stringent or no carbon constraints (Aldy,
2016). A carbon price on domestic products, be
it explicit from a tax or a cap-and-trade emissions
system, or implicit from other forms of regulation,
potentially places competitive pressure on producers
if they are unable to pass through the costs. A BCA
can serve the purpose of levelling the playing field,
which has a twofold dimension. First, imported
goods in the domestic market could become more
competitive if those imports are cheaper due to
weaker or absent carbon constraints. Second, the
international market share of domestic producers
could decline if competitors in those markets do not
face a similar mitigation burden.
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As noted, the second main objective of BCAs is to
exert political pressure on climate laggards, as they
can be used as a lever to induce climate action
of trade partners (Stiglitz, 2006). This purpose is
frequently based on game theory: free riding on
efforts of others is an acknowledged risk when
managing the global commons (Ostrom, 1990: 6).
A trade sanction is expected to induce cooperative
behaviour from countries that would not otherwise
engage (Nordhaus, 2015: 1347). Also, sanctions have
been discussed as a means to ensure compliance
with an international agreement (Nordhaus, 2015:
1367). Under an arrangement such as the Paris
climate deal even countries that have pledged
mitigation efforts will have an incentive to default on
their commitments if others are taking action. This is
because the benefits from mitigation will still accrue
to all countries equally. If a country fails to deliver
on its abatement targets, a sanction could therefore
help secure compliance.
To achieve its twin objective, a BCA needs to be
carefully designed considering the specific propensity
of a given economic context for carbon leakage, but
also in light of legal and political barriers (Cosbey
et al., 2012). Still, even a well-designed BCA may
face accusations of protectionist ends. It is easy to
envision how the aggressive deployment of BCAs as
economic sanctions is likely to cause political harm.
In addition, BCAs also have a bearing on the longstanding debate about green protectionism (Bello,
1997; Holmes et al., 2011). That debate has revolved
around allegations that industrialised countries resort
to environmental standards and other environmental
policy measures as a means of limiting imports
from developing countries. BCAs, which are based
on the PPMs applied in the producing country, have
been perceived as a disguised protectionist tool.
Even where an implementing country successfully
navigates
the
complexities
of
calculating,
operationalizing, and ensuring the legal robustness
of a BCA, it will probably not succeed at convincing
trade partners of the usefulness and justification of
the measure. Political rhetoric in countries whose
exports are affected by the BCA will not linger on
design technicalities, but quickly pivot to arguments
of equity and retaliatory measures.
All this underscores the importance of process and
communication in the context of BCAs (see also
below, Section 5.1). Particular attention has to be
accorded to the objectives of the BCA, which should
be clearly identified and leave no doubt as to whether
they include protectionist motivations. Similarly, the
process of adopting a BCA should be as transparent
as possible to trade partners, and seek inclusiveness
with respect to affected stakeholders. Incorporating
the discussion of BCAs in multilateral negotiations
– whether on climate change or international
trade – may prove the safest way to ensure these
considerations are observed.
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4

Past Proposals
and Existing Application
4.1 Europe
In 2005, the EU launched its Emissions Trading
System (ETS), based on Directive 2003/87/EC (EU,
2003), in order to pursue its emission reductions
commitment under the Kyoto Protocol (1997). The
EU ETS sets an emissions cap for GHG emissions
from energy producers and industrial sectors. All
covered emitters receive emissions allowances
through a predetermined allocation procedure, which
can involve free distribution or auctioning. In light of
the resulting cost of emissions, emitters can decide
at the company level whether they want to invest
in abatement technologies or use the allowances
instead. Reducing emissions can allow participants
to sell surplus allowances in the secondary market.
Overall, the flexibility afforded to emitters should
lead to the most economically efficient decisions on
abatement. At the end of each year, allowances have
to be submitted to the regulator according to the
emissions a company has generated.

While emission allowances were largely allocated
for free during the first trading phase (2005-2007),
auctioning was introduced for a minor share of
allowances during the second phase (2008–2012).
In the third trading phase (2013–2020), a range of
changes were made. In particular, the default share
of auctioned allowances was established at 100 per
cent for the electricity sector, and was set to rise
from 20 per cent in 2013 to 70 per cent in 2020 for
industry. This marked a significant modification of
the allocation process, and led to an intense debate
about how to address potential carbon leakage,
including the option of measures at the border.
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Since 2007, three proposals have been put forward
at EU level to address carbon leakage using border
measures. None has been applied in practice so far.
The first idea, floated by the European Commission in
2007, was a ‘Future Allowance Import Requirement’
(FAIR) that was part of an unpublished draft
proposal for a revised ETS Directive. The second
was launched by the French government as a move
to include importers into the EU ETS through a
‘Carbon Inclusion Mechanism’ (CIM). The third was
initiated by the European Parliament’s Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
(ENVI) in 2016, and targeted leakage from the
cement sector. Each of these proposals is described
in greater detail below.
More recently, the Italian Senate called on the EU to
explore an ‘addendum tax’ aimed at equalising the
energy and environmental costs of goods based on
their carbon intensity, with negative effects on the
economy to be offset by adjustments to Value Added
Taxation (VAT) rates (Szabo, 2017). As the proposal
sets out no details (e.g. timeline or BCA levels), it is
not considered separately below.

4.1.1 The 2007 FAIR Proposal

A first proposal drafted by the European Commission
for the third phase of the EU ETS (2013 to 2020)
included a new Article 29 (replacing Article 29 of the
2003 ETS Directive) which set out a ‘Future Allowance
Import Requirement’ (European Commission, 2007).6
It was to be implemented from December 31st 2014
onwards. It would have applied to products exposed
to risks of carbon leakage or unfair international
competition until trade partners would commit to
‘binding and verifiable action to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions comparable to the action taken by the
Community’ (European Commission, 2007: Article
29.1). According to Article 29.2, the calculation of
the BCA for imports would have taken the equivalent
of the goods’ average emissions in the EU, subtracted
the free allocation for its production, and multiplied
that with the weight of imported goods.
In the proposed Article 29.5, the Commission also
suggested an export adjustment through allowances,
for which a 2 per cent set-aside would have been
created from EU-wide allowances. Meeting the FAIR
obligation would have been possible with allowances,
eligible offset credits issued under the Kyoto Protocol
(Emission Reduction Units, or ERUs, generated
through Joint Implementation projects, and Certified
Emission Reductions, or CERs, generated through
the Clean Development Mechanism) up to the share
used by operators in the preceding year, as well as
with allowances from a recognised third-country ETS
(European Commission, 2007: Article 29.6).

Table 2: Summary of the FAIR Proposal (2007)

Legal basis
Motivation
Exemptions
Country coverage
Covered goods/sectors
Adjustment basis for imports
Adjustment basis for exports

Directive 2003/87/EC and new ETS Directive for Phase 3

Addressing carbon leakage and international competitiveness effects (Art.
29.1)
Goods from countries with comparable action (Art. 29.1); goods from
countries with an emissions trading schemes linked to the EU ETS (Art. 29.1)
Goods from countries without comparable action (see exemptions)

Goods identified as being at risk of carbon leakage (methodology not
specified)
Average carbon intensity of EU goods, corrected for average free allowance
allocation to production (multiplied by the imported weight)
Actual exports of goods (Art. 29.5)

6
Article 10(c) (Option 1: FAIR) of draft Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive
2003/87/EC, dated December 10th 2007, version 14; the draft is available with the author.
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In the end, the FAIR option was not included in the
published proposal for the third phase of the EU ETS
(European Commission, 2008), let alone Directive
2009/29/EC (EU, 2009) itself. Instead, Article 10b
of the Directive (‘Measures to support certain energyintensive industries in the event of carbon leakage’)
mandates the Commission to assess carbon leakage
risks ‘in the light of the outcome of the international
negotiations and the extent to which these lead to
global greenhouse gas emission reductions’, to be
accompanied by ‘appropriate proposals’. Options
for policy action listed in Art. 10b include (1) free
allocation, (2) inclusion of importers in the EU
ETS, and (3) specific measures for leakage from the
electricity sector (European Commission, 2009).
Set for mid-2010, the mandate for this assessment
shows that BCAs have been acknowledged by the
EU and its Member States as a possible option to
address leakage and international competitiveness
effects.

4.1.2 The 2009 Carbon
Inclusion Mechanism

The revised Emissions Trading Directive in February
2009 established the legal basis for a BCA applied to
the EU ETS. Article 10b(1)(b) lists border adjustments
as one of three options to address carbon leakage.
Paragraph 25 in the preamble specifies:

Energy-intensive industries which
are determined to be exposed to a
significant risk of carbon leakage
could receive a higher amount of
free allocation or an effective carbon
equalisation system could be introduced with a view to
putting installations from the Community which are at
significant risk of carbon leakage and those from third
countries on a comparable footing. Such a system
could apply requirements to importers that would be
no less favourable than those applicable to installations
within the Community, for example by requiring the
surrender of allowances. Any action taken would need
to be in conformity with the principles of the UNFCCC,
in particular the principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities and respective capabilities, taking
into account the particular situation of least developed
countries (LDCs). It would also need to be in conformity
with the international obligations of the Community,
including the obligations under the WTO agreement.
(EU, 2009: preamble, para. 25)

In 2009, a French non-paper (France, 2009) elaborated
on how to include importers (hence ‘Carbon Inclusion
Mechanism’, or CIM) in the EU ETS pursuant to Article
10b(1)(b) of the 2009 ETS Directive (cited in Cosbey
et al., 2012). The motivation behind the proposal
was to address carbon leakage and thus contribute
to global GHG emission reductions. The non-paper
elaborated on a carbon inclusion mechanism for
imports. Export adjustments were not mentioned,
but they were regarded as a subject for which further
analysis would be needed. Both adjustments were to
apply only to sectors at carbon leakage risk using the
methodology of Article 10a(15)-(17) of the Directive.
The non-paper made several references to the need
for WTO compatibility of a CIM. It recommended
two options to trigger the obligation to purchase
allowances for imports, one focused on countries,
the other on sectors. The first option proposed to
cover countries that would fail to cooperate in a
future international climate agreement deemed
sufficiently ambitious by the EU. A central criterion
for a satisfactory agreement was participation of
developed and emerging economies in mitigation
efforts. The second option would have instead
targeted goods from countries without a comparable
approach to pricing emissions from relevant sectors.
Under both options, LDCs were explicitly excluded.
For the calculation of the BCA, the CIM would have
included only direct emissions from production.
Like the FAIR proposal, it would have been based
on the average carbon content of the same goods
produced in the EU, subtracting the free allocation
of allowances based on product benchmarks, and
multiplying by the quantity of goods imported.
Concern about the potentially disruptive effect of a
BCA debate on the very divisive negotiations about
the future climate regime contributed to the decision
to abandon the proposal in the political process.
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Table 3: Summary of the Carbon Inclusion Mechanism (2009)

Legal basis
Motivation
Exemptions
Country coverage

Art. 10b(1)(b) of Directive 2009/29/EC

Addressing carbon leakage

All goods from countries which cooperate in a global climate agreement

Option 1: Goods from countries which do not cooperate under a new
international climate agreement on mitigation;

Option 2: Goods from countries Goods identified as being at risk of carbon leakage (methodology not
without carbon pricing for the specified)
sectors covered by the EU ETS
Covered goods/ sectors

Goods identified as being at risk of carbon leakage according to Art. 10a EU
ETS Directive
Average direct emissions of a European producer, minus the free allocation

Adjustment basis for imports

received based on product benchmarks, multiplied by the volume of imported
goods

Adjustment basis for exports

Not determined, but to be in compliance with WTO law

4.1.3 The 2016 Border Adjustment
Proposal for the Cement Sector

After the Paris Agreement was agreed in December
2015, another French non-paper was circulated, in
February 2016, elaborating on a different carbon
inclusion mechanism (France, 2016). It suggested
including a BCA in the EU ETS that would apply to
imported products meeting three criteria: (1) a high
carbon intensity and a significant share of total GHG
emissions in Europe; (2) an easy determination of
the carbon content; and (3) a limited impact on the
downstream sector. The proposal also highlighted
the need for a gradual introduction, for example in
sectors with a low trade impact. It also suggested
a simplified implementation process, which would
require an amendment to the Directive 2009/29/EC.
The non-paper also suggested testing a CIM in the
cement sector, which would meet the three criteria
above and would have low trade intensity. As with
the previous proposals, the legal basis was Article
10b(1)(b) of Directive 2009/29/EC (see Section
4.1.2).
While the European Parliament was deliberating
amendments to the EU ETS for the fourth phase
(2021–2030), a key requirement to meet the EU NDC
under the Paris Agreement, in December 2016 the
Committee on Environment, Public Health and Food
28

Safety (ENVI) took up the proposal and included it
in the overall EU ETS reform package. The package
was subject to a plenary vote in February 2017,
when the European Parliament rejected the proposal
(Sandbag, 2017).
The non-paper is more detailed than the proposal
of 2009, and is cautious in its recommendations to
introduce a CIM. It recommends that a CIM serve as
a test case for reducing the share of free allowances
under the EU ETS, arguing that these create high
windfall profits, but do not prevent leakage. The
cause of leakage, namely imports of cheaper clinker
or cement to the EU, would be addressed more
directly by the CIM.
The non-paper also highlights evidence and data for
the leakage potential from the cement sector, and
says that any extension of a CIM to other sectors
would need an ex ante impact study. In particular,
the effects on the downstream sectors (which could
be another source of carbon leakage if not well
designed) should be taken into account. Further,
the proposal illustrates how implementation might
work, from using the existing Single Administrative
Document of EU customs services, to calculating
the volume of allowances needed for imports (a new
provision would be inserted in Directive 2009/29/
EC specifying the data collection process applied to
EU producers) and synchronising the surrendering
Climate Strategies

of allowances. This would end with the potential
magnitude of import volumes (around 1 per cent of
EU trade) and a visualisation of the process.
Table 4: Summary of the Border Adjustment Proposal for the Cement Sector (2016)

Legal basis
Motivation
Exemptions
Country coverage
Covered goods/sectors

Art. 10b(1)(b) of Directive 2009/29/EC

Addressing carbon leakage

Cement imports from countries with adequate mitigation efforts and/or
carbon content pricing equivalent to EU
None (focus on defined products)

Cement sector; import of clinker

Average emissions from EU production (or less, if lower emissions can be

Adjustment basis for imports

proven) minus European benchmark-based free allocation value (multiplied
by the number of goods imported)

Adjustment basis for exports
Adjustment basis for exports

Not included

Not determined, but to be in compliance with WTO law

4.2 United States
In the United States, calls for some form of BCA
originated from profound concerns about the
impacts of climate action on the domestic economy,
notably manufacturing, if other parts of the world
wre not to adopt similar efforts. Such anxieties
already prompted the Senate to pass a unanimous
resolution in 1997 declaring that the US should not
join any climate agreement that would ‘result in
serious harm to the US economy’ or impose limits
on GHG emissions unless it mandates similar limits
for developing countries.7 Citing similar concerns,
the administration of President George W. Bush
never submitted the Kyoto Protocol for ratification. It
was not until later during his second term, following
changes in the 2006 midterm elections, that climate
legislation was seriously considered in the US
Congress.

Many legislative proposals introduced at the time
and thereafter have featured some form of BCA
to address economic and environmental spill over
effects. A surge in partisanship and the growing
polarisation of climate policy debates prevented
them from passing. At the subnational level, in 2013
the State of California successfully implemented an
economy-wide ETS that includes a border adjustment
to prevent leakage due to electricity purchased from
neighbouring states. But in this case too, proposals
to extend the BCA to other sectors never came into
effect.

7
US Senate, Senate Resolution 98 (‘Byrd-Hagel Resolution’), A Resolution Expressing the Sense of the Senate Regarding the
Conditions for the United States Becoming a Signatory to any International Agreement on Greenhouse Gas Emissions under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, introduced by Senators Charles T. Hagel (R-NE) and Robert C. Byrd (D-WV), and passed
on July 25th 1997.
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With the inauguration of President Donald J. Trump
and new or expanded Republican majorities in
Congress and several state legislatures, the prospects
for ambitious US climate policy have become dimmer
again. To the surprise of many, however, border
adjustments – albeit not for carbon – temporarily
rose to the forefront of the political debate as part
of Republican proposals on tax reform. In a blueprint
already published in 2016, the Speaker of the House
of Representatives and the Chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee proposed to reduce
corporate income taxes to a uniform 20 per cent,
partly financed by a border adjustment that would
deny certain business deductions for imports and
altogether exempt exports from taxation (Ryan et
al., 2016).8 While this proposal is unlikely to survive
the political process, a subsequent one from a group
of veteran Republican leaders suggests to combine
a carbon tax with a BCA as a solution to climate
change. This is happening in a context of partisan
division, populism and inequality. The proposal
and the foregoing developments related to a BCA,
are examined in further detail below, with a view to
identifying more general lessons and experiences.

4.2.1 International Reserve
Allowance Program

BCAs came to the forefront of the US debate on
climate policy in 2008-2009, when a variety of capand-trade bills in the Congress included provisions
that required importers to surrender allowances
(van Asselt et al., 2010). While none of them
made it through the legislative process – with the
American Clean Energy and Security Act proposed
by Representatives Waxman and Market coming
closest – lessons can be drawn on the BCAs design.
The background for such provisions was the longstanding concern that climate policy would result
in a loss of competitiveness and American jobs
– especially to China. BCAs were first proposed in
2007 by the company American Electric Power
(AEP), supported by one of the largest labour unions,
the International Brotherhood of Electric Workers
(IBEW). AEP and IBEW sought to craft a proposal
that would be compatible with WTO rules and,
ideally, would ‘never take effect’ (Shoyer, 2008: 60),
as it would induce other countries to take stronger
action in climate change mitigation.

Elements of the AEP/IBEW proposal were included
into various bills in both the US Senate and the
House of Representatives. The first bill featuring
such proposals was the ‘Low Carbon Economy Act’,
put forward by Senators Bingaman and Specter in
2007.9 The detailed provisions of this bill have been
copied into other legislative proposals, albeit with
some variations. The 2008 Climate Security Act bill
suggested the establishment of an ‘International
Reserve Allowance Program’,10 which would require
US importers of covered goods from covered countries
(see below) to purchase international reserve
allowances from a separate pool of allowances. The
American Clean Energy and Security Act, passed by
the House of Representatives in 2009, also includes
a provision on border adjustment measures.11 This
was subject to last-minute amendments, some of
which are discussed below.
Table 6 provides a comparison of the border
adjustment provisions in the various bills. Based
on this table, it is possible to point to key design
elements in the proposals.
First, the proposed
coverage of goods
slowly
expanded. Initially various bills (including the
Low Carbon Economy Act and the original version
of the Climate Security Act) applied to energyintensive primary goods (e.g. cement, iron and steel,
aluminium), which are used in the manufacturing
of other products. Then, under various bills
submitted after the 2008 version of the Climate
Security Act, it became possible to apply the
requirement to consumer goods. The international
reserve allowance program in the 2009 American
Clean Energy and Security Act covered goods from
‘eligible industrial sectors’. Under that bill, sectors
would have generally been eligible if their energy or
greenhouse gas intensity was above 5% and the trade
intensity was at least 15%; or if either their energy
or greenhouse gas intensity was higher than 20%. In
addition, the bill also applied to manufactured items
for consumption.

8
Estimates suggest that, ceteres paribus, this border adjustment would have increased the average cost of imports by approximately
25 per cent relative to like domestic goods and sales, while exports would on average become 25 per cent cheaper, see Hufbauer et al. (2017).
9
Senate Bill S. 1766, introduced by Democrat Senator Jeff Bingaman (D-NM) and Republican Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) on July
11th 2007.
10
Senate Bill S.2191, introduced by Independent Senator Joseph I. Lieberman (I-CT) and Republican Senator John W. Warner (R-VA)
on October 18th 2007, in the version of the Boxer-Lieberman-Warner Substitute of May 21st 2008.
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Table 5: Border Adjustment Provisions Legislative Proposals (adapted from Orszag, 2008)

Bill

Coverage of
goods

Country coverage

Definition of ‘comparable
action’

Authority to
determine
comparable
action

Date
entry into
effect

Separate
allowance
reserve

Adjustments
to allowance
requirement

S. 1766
(BingamanSpecter)

Primary products

Countries that
have not taken
comparable
action, and are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Greenhouse gas regulatory
programmes, requirements,
and other measures that are
comparable in effect, taking
into account the level of
economic development

President

1 January
2020

Yes

Based on amount
of free allowances
received and
economic
adjustment ratio

S. 2191
(LiebermanWarner)

Primary products

Countries that
have not taken
comparable
action, and are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Greenhouse gas regulatory
programmes, requirements,
and other measures that are
comparable in effect

President

1 January
2019

Yes

Based on amount
of free allowances
received and
economic
adjustment ratio

S. 3036
(BoxerLiebermanWarner
Substitute)

Primary products
and manufactured
items for
consumption

Countries that
have not taken
comparable
action, and are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Greenhouse gas regulatory
programmes, requirements,
and other measures
that are comparable in
effect, determined by
1) percentage change in
emissions equal or greater;
or 2) deployment and use of
state-of-the-art technologies
and implementation of other
techniques or actions

International
Climate
Change
Commission

1 January
2014

Yes

Based on amount
of free allowances
received and
economic
adjustment ratio

H.R. 6186
(Markey)

Trade-exposed
primary goods

Countries that
have not taken
comparable
action, and are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Greenhouse gas regulatory
programmes, requirements,
and other measures that
are at least comparable
in effect, taking into
consideration the level of
economic development

Interagency
group

1 January
2020

Yes

Based on economic
development of
exporting country

H.R. 6316
(Doggett et
al.)

Primary products
and manufactured
items for
consumption

WTO participants
that have
not taken
comparable
action, and are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Greenhouse gas regulatory
programmes, requirements,
and other measures
that are comparable in
effect, determined by
1) percentage change in
emissions equal or greater;
or 2) deployment and use of
state-of-the-art technologies
and implementation of other
techniques or actions

International
Climate
Change
Commission

1 January
2015

Yes

Based on amount
of free allowances
received and
economic
adjustment ratio

H.R. 2452
(WaxmanMarkey) as
passed by
House

‘Covered goods’
from ‘eligible
industrial sectors’
and manufactured
items for
consumption

Countries that do
not meet specific
standards
outlined in the
bill, and that are
not exempted for
low emissions
or a low level of
development

Comparable action not
defined; The standards in
the bill are: 1) a country is
party to an international
agreement that includes
a ‘nationally enforceable
and economy-wide
greenhouse gas emissions
reduction commitment’
at least as stringent as
that of US; 2) there is a
multilateral or bilateral
sectoral agreement; or
3) the sectoral energy or
greenhouse gas intensity is
equal or less than in the US

President

1 January
2020

Yes

Based on amount
of free allowances
received
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In terms of country coverage, early bills suggested
applying the BCA only to countries that had not
taken ‘comparable action’ or that were not exempted
because of low development or low emissions.
The final version of the 2008 Climate Security Act
included a more stringent ‘comparable action’
test than the one in the original version and in the
Low Carbon Economy Act, effectively requiring
any foreign country to adopt the same kind of
greenhouse gas emission caps as the US. However,
this stringency was moderated by a provision for
those countries that did not reduce or limit their
emissions to the same extent, but still had policies
and/or legislation in place to limit greenhouse
gases. The clause covered a broad range of activities
that could be implemented in a foreign country, but
did not indicate what level of climate effort would be
considered sufficient. It was also unclear how policies
with quantified emission reduction objectives would
be compared to other policies of a more qualitative
nature, such as voluntary agreements or subsidies
for renewable energy. Similarly, it was unclear how
the program would deal with policies aimed at longterm emission reductions, such as those aimed at
technological innovation (Houser et al., 2008: 39).
Another difference in the bills concerned the authority
to decide whether other countries were taking
comparable action, which was initially delegated
to the President. Some of the later bills authorised
a new body – the International Climate Change
Commission – to make this evaluation.
The 2009 American Clean Energy and Security Act,
as passed by the House, did not include a definition
of ‘comparable action’, but followed the basic
logic of other bills by exempting countries with low
emissions, a low level of development, or that met
certain standards specified in the bill’s definition
of ‘comparable action’. These would have required
third countries to: have economy-wide emission caps
in place; enter into a sectoral bilateral or multilateral
agreement with the US; or have a lower sectoral
energy or greenhouse gas intensity than the US.

how efficient the production process for a particular
shipment of goods might have been. This could
have led to the perverse incentive for these foreign
producers to not increase efficiency (Houser et al.,
2008). The economic adjustment ratio sought to
establish what changes in emissions cannot be
attributed to a US emissions trading system. So as
to not overcompensate energy-intensive industries
producing covered goods, the allowance adjustment
factor discounted the receipt of allowances at no
cost.
Finally, the bills differed with regard to the date of
entry into effect of the measure. While the Low Carbon
Economy Act targeted 2020, the implementation
date was gradually moved up in subsequent bills.
The Climate Security Act left a gap of only two years
between the enactment of the bill and the start of the
program. Later bills moved the date back to 2020.
When it was introduced in the House, the American
Clean Energy and Security Act even stipulated that
the measure was not to enter into force before 2025.
Still, the version of the bill passed by the House
moved this date to 2020 again. The BCAs in the
original version would only be applied if the President
deemed them necessary to address competitiveness
and leakage concerns in addition to free allocation
of allowances. In the version passed by the House,
however, the President had much less discretion, and
could only decide against implementing the measure
together with Congress.
The gap between enactment and the start of the
program is important, as it would have allowed
time for potentially affected countries to develop
and implement domestic climate change mitigation
policies, and also for international climate change
negotiations to deliver results (Haverkamp, 2008).
In this regard, most bills including BCAs indicated
that agreements between the US and other countries
are the best way to reach the objectives of these
measures, better than imposing the international
reserve allowance requirement on importers.

Concerning the calculation of the BCA, in most
bills the basis for defining the number of reserve
allowances required for imports consisted of a
formula considering: (1) the national greenhouse
gas intensity rate in a covered country for a category
of covered goods; (2) an adjustment factor for the
allowances that were allocated free of charge in the
United States; and (3) an economic adjustment ratio
for foreign countries. The first part of the formula
intended to establish the change in greenhouse gas
emissions from a particular sector by looking at
the national greenhouse gas intensity changes. As
a sectoral average is used for the benchmark, the
version of the bill passed by the House applied to
all covered goods from a covered country, no matter
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4.2.2 Californian Emissions
Trading System

At the subnational level, California – the sixth largest
economy in the world,12 and the second largest GHG
emitter among US states13 – has also explored the use
of a BCA as part of its climate policy framework. This
consisted in a compliance obligation for importers
of electricity from neighbouring states. Based on a
mandate set out in the Global Warming Solutions Act
of 2006,14 the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
developed the framework for a comprehensive
ETS (CARB, 2011a), which saw trading begin on
January 1st 2013. It covers sources responsible
for approximately 85% of GHG emissions, and
extends to large industrial facilities, first deliverers
of electricity, suppliers of fossil transportation fuels,
and retail sales of natural gas, provided these report
more than 25,000 tCO2e emissions per year.
Like other jurisdictions establishing an ETS,
California was concerned about the economic and
environmental implications of this measure, and
therefore included a statutory mandate to minimize
emissions leakage. This was defined as ‘a reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions within the state that is
offset by an increase in GHG emissions outside the
state’ (AB 32, §38505(j)). For industrial facilities,
the mandate has been primarily exercised by
offering free allocation to vulnerable sectors based
on their product output or energy input, a sectoral
benchmark, and an industry assistance factor.
Additionally, CARB Resolution 10-42 directed staff
to review the technical and legal issues related to
a BCA for the cement sector (CARB, 2010), which
resulted in the identification of three specific options
(CARB, 2014):

1

full inclusion of cement importers as covered
entities in the ETS;

2

imposition of a cost on cement importers,
calculated on the basis of their emissions
multiplied by the current allowance price; and

3

creation of an independent allowance pool for
cement importers, with equivalent program
stringency.

To date, these options have not yet resulted in the
adoption of new policy. Their discussion, however,
allowed weighing the benefits and drawbacks of each
option, such as administrative complexity, flexibility,
and consistency.
In the electricity sector, by contrast, California has
to account for emissions associated with imported
power. Accordingly, electricity importers – or,
more specifically, the ‘first deliverers’ of imported
electricity – are liable for the emissions associated
with electricity generated in sources outside
California, provided that state does not have an
ETS linked to California’s one.15 Additionally, the
rules declare all emissions reported for imported
electricity from unspecified sources to be above the
coverage threshold, and apply a default emissions
factor multiplied by a transmission loss correction
factor.16 Because California forms part of a physically
interconnected electricity system – the Western
Interconnection – and imports around one third of
its power from neighbouring states, these provisions
require a substantial bearing in practice.
At the same time, given the nature of the Western
Interconnection, reliable attribution of emissions to
a specific delivery of imported electricity is virtually
impossible, increasing the relevance of the default
emissions factor for unspecified sources. Observers,
however, have pointed out that the default emissions
factor is so low that it likely underestimates actual
emissions from imported electricity, and may even
create an incentive for Californian generators to
relocate (Afriat et al., 2015: 250). At the same time,
this generous treatment may have been expressly
chosen to avoid a challenge under the dormant

12
Based on 2015 data; see IMF (2016).
13
US EIA (2017).
14
California Assembly Bill No. 32 (AB32), introduced by Members of the California State Assembly Fabian Núñez (D-CA) and Frances
J. Pavley (D-CA) on April 3rd 2006, signed into law on September 27th 2006, adopted as Division 25.5 of the Health and Safety Code http://
www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/05-06/bill/asm/ab_0001-0050/ab_32_bill_ 20060927_chaptered.html.
15
CARB (2011), §95852(b): ‘First Deliverers of Electricity. A first deliverer of electricity covered under sections 95811(b) and 95812(c)
(2) has a compliance obligation for every metric ton of CO2e emissions calculated pursuant to section 95852(b)(1) for which a positive or
qualified positive emissions data verification statement is issued pursuant to MRR, or for which there are assigned emissions, when such
emissions are from a source in California or in a jurisdiction where a GHG emissions trading system has not been approved for linkage by the
Board pursuant to Subarticle 12.’
16
CARB (2011), §95812(c)(2)(B), reads: ‘Electricity importers. The applicability threshold for an electricity importer is based on the
annual emissions from each of the electricity importer’s sources of delivered electricity. All emissions reported for imported electricity from
specified sources of electricity that emit 25,000 metric tons or more of CO2e per year are considered to be above the threshold.’ §95812(d)(2)
specifies that ‘The threshold for an electricity importer of specified source of electricity is zero metric tons of CO2e per year and for unspecified
sources is zero MWhs per year as of January 1st 2015.’
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commerce clause of the US Constitution. CARB has
indicated that it would review the default emissions
factor ahead of each compliance period (CARB,
2011b: 2062).
A specific challenge California had to face in this
regard is ‘resource shuffling’. This occurs where
entities lower their compliance obligation by
substituting electricity with a lower carbon intensity
for electricity with higher carbon intensity, swapping
the related contract or ownership arrangement, and
selling the electricity with higher carbon intensity
in states without the emission constraints imposed
in California.17 Not only is this a particular form
of leakage in the electricity sector that undercuts
emissions reductions in California, but it also allows
electricity importers to avoid compliance with BCA
provisions. While difficult to regulate, this practice has
been addressed updating the regulatory framework,
which expressly proscribes resource shuffling, and
sets out a detailed list of permitted (‘safe harbour’)
practices.18
In 2017, the Californian legislature considered options
to extend the ETS framework beyond its current end
date of 2020. A proposal introduced in the State
Senate (Senate Bill 775)19 saw extensive discussion.
This would have added an ‘Economic Competitiveness
Assurance Program’ requiring importers of covered
products to surrender allowances ‘equal to the
lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions’ associated with
the product.20 The aim was to secure ‘economic
parity between producers’. Under this mechanism,
imported products would have been covered if an
evaluation determined a material price difference
relative to domestic products based solely on the
absence of a comparable carbon constraint.21

CARB, as the implementing agency, would have been
mandated with elaborating a process to evaluate
prices and GHG intensity, afford domestic producers
the ability to petition for inclusion of a foreign
product, exempt imported products if subsequently
exported for final sale outside California, and
adjust the compliance obligation for imported
products subject to a comparable carbon price in
their place of origin.22 Revenue collected from the
application of this mechanism would have accrued
in its entirety to a ‘California Climate Dividend Fund’
established under the bill.23 Anticipating potential
legal difficulties, moreover, the bill also stipulated
a return to free allocation ‘if at any time a judicial
opinion, settlement, or other legally binding decision’
compromised the authority of CARB to administer
the BCA.
In the end, however, the California legislature endorsed
a different bill, Assembly Bill 398, which authorizes
the continuation of the Californian ETS from 2021
to 2030.24 Adopted with a substantial majority, this
legislation retains the system of free allocation
currently in place, and merely requests CARB to
submit, by 31 December 2025, recommendations
on necessary changes to reduce leakage, including
the potential for a BCA.25

4.2.3 Climate Leadership Council
(CLC)

On February 8th 2017, less than a month after the
inauguration of President Donald J. Trump, the
Climate Leadership Council (CLC) – a conservative
think tank based in Washington DC and dedicated to
promoting a policy framework described as ‘carbon
dividends’ – released a report on that theme. The
study was authored by several prominent leaders
from the public and private sector, including a number
of former cabinet members and senior advisers in
Republican administrations. Titled The Conservative
Case for Carbon Dividends, the report was calling for
the introduction of a gradually increasing carbon
tax applied upstream to fossil fuels, dividing the tax
proceeds equally, and returning them to the public
as a ‘carbon dividend’ in the form of direct payment.

17
CARB (2011), §95802(a)(338), defines resource shuffling as: ‘any plan, scheme, or artifice undertaken by a First Deliverer of
Electricity to substitute electricity deliveries from sources with relatively lower emissions for electricity deliveries from sources with relatively
higher emissions to reduce its emissions compliance obligation.’
18
CARB (2011), §95852(b)(2), reads: ‘Resource shuffling is prohibited and is a violation of this article.’
19
California Senate Bill No. 775 (SB775), introduced by California State Senator Robert A. Wieckowski on February 17th 2017 http://
www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/05-06/bill/asm/ab_0001-0050/ab_32_bill_ 20060927_chaptered.html.
20
SB 775, §38575(b)(6) and (7).
21
SB 775, §38575(a)(4) and (5).
22
SB 775, §38575(a)(6) to (8).
23
SB 775, §38575(c).
24
California Senate Bill No. 398 (SB398), introduced by Member of the California State Assembly Eduardo Garcia (D-CA) on 17
February 2017, signed into law on July 25th 2017, adopted as an amendment to Division 25.5 of the Health and Safety Code http://leginfo.
legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB398.
25
SB 398, §38562 (c)(2)(I).
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This would be accompanied by the establishment of
border adjustments for the carbon content of both
imports and exports. Existing climate regulations
would also be eliminated, as they would be rendered
unnecessary by the carbon tax (Baker, III et al.,
2017).
For the authors, the plan is ‘based on sound
economic analysis’ and embodies ‘the principles
of free markets and limited government’ (Baker, III
et al., 2017), thereby offering a single solution to
multiple problems. Through its dividends, it would
provide short term benefits that could help create
a supportive constituency; the corrective carbon
tax would ensure consistency with free market
principles; the border adjustment would address free
riding and compel other countries to follow suit; and
the progressive nature of its dividends would help
reduce inequality and redirect populist energy with
political victories across the aisle that could help
bridge divisions (Baker III et al., 2017).
Yet, while persuasive in its description of possible
benefits, the plan is short on details. In broad
terms, it suggests that BCAs on ‘the carbon content
of both imports and exports would protect […]
competitiveness and punish free riding by other
nations, encouraging them to adopt carbon pricing
of their own’ (Baker III et al., 2017). This dynamic
would be reinforced if proceeds from the BCA benefit
the public in the form of larger carbon dividends and
thus prompt constituencies in targeted countries to
‘realize that they are being disadvantaged by such
a system, as the dividends […] should be going to
them’. In the end, so was the expectation, the public
would be compelled to ‘push for similar legislation in
their own lands’ (Halstead, 2017: 9).
Exports from ‘sectors with greater than 5% energy
cost in final value should have any carbon taxes
rebated’, and ‘non-emissive fossil fuel products’
should be exempt, with a refund for any tax
previously paid (Baker III et al., 2017). An analysis
of carbon price levels required to achieve meaningful
mitigation, however, did not assume significant
impacts in terms of emissions from the BCA, based
on an assumption ‘that the border adjustments
broadly cancel each other out in terms of emissions’,
with rebates on exports matched by taxes on imports
(Bailey et al., 2017: 5). Although the initial plan was
focused on US implementation, it indicated that
the basic blueprint could be scalable and should be
extended to all major emitters.

4.3 Interim Conclusions
A series of conclusions can be drawn from the survey
of BCA proposals, notwithstanding the limited
experience with their implementation. Most of the
proposed BCAs share a common fate in that they
never came into effect, which speaks to the difficulties
each encountered in the political process. Although
it is perhaps evident, that confirms the strength
and influence of widespread perceptions that BCAs
are controversial and technically challenging to
implement. Any successful proposal will have to
overcome these perceptions in order to progress
towards implementation.
What is also evident, especially from proposals
introduced more recently, is the awareness of – and
some provision for – potential legal challenges and
difficulties at technical and administrative level. Still,
even the more elaborate proposals, such as those in
the draft bills presented during the 109th and 110th
Session of the US Congress, tend to focus on broad
principles and definitions, deferring detailed aspects,
such as the process of determining the carbon
content in foreign products, or the carbon intensity
of foreign sectors, to subsequent regulations and
guidance.
Of the proposals outlined in previous sections, only
one can draw on actual experience of implementation,
the Californian BCA for imported electricity. Two
factors seem to have led to its adoption: first, it
covers a single commodity, electricity, imported
from neighbouring states where data on average or
specific emission factors is readily available. Second,
because it almost exclusively affects domestic trade
between US states, it has generated much less
concern about potential foreign trade impacts than it
would have if it had been implemented at a national
border.
Without further experience in the application of
BCAs in an international context, and on goods
whose carbon content is more difficult to determine,
it is difficult to infer robust lessons for BCA design
and implementation. Still, the proposals that have
emerged over time reflect a variety of different
conceptual approaches and, in some cases, go to
significant length in evaluating opportunities and
challenges. For policy makers weighing the potential
introduction of a BCA, these past proposals
collectively present a rich repository of available
options.
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5

Designing a BCA:
Legal and Economic
Considerations

5.1 Relevant Design
Considerations from the
Perspective of WTO Law
5.1.1 Border Tax Adjustments
(BTAs) and Broader Legal Context

A BCA is the climate-related variant of the broader
concept of border tax adjustment (BTA), which
is based on the idea that a country may impose
domestic taxes and charges on imports, and exempt
or reimburse them on exports. The underlying aim is
to ensure trade neutrality of domestic taxation.

The concept of BTAs is based on the destination
principle of taxation, according to which a product
is taxed where it is consumed, rather than where it
is produced.
The GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)
allows its Parties to apply BTAs, provided certain
conditions are met. An important resource for
understanding BTA provisions under the GATT is the
Report of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments
(GATT, 1970).26 For the purpose of its analysis, the
Working Party used the definition of BTA of the OECD
(1996).27 The Working Party clarified that the main
references points in the GATT for BTAs on imports
were Articles II and III.

26
The Working Party was constituted to understand the scope and application of BTAs, and the report was adopted by the GATT
Contracting Parties in 1970.
27
The OECD (1996) defined BTAs ‘as any fiscal measures which put into effect, in whole or in part, the destination principle (i.e. which
enable exported products to be relieved of some or all of the tax charged in the exporting country in respect of similar domestic products sold
to consumers on the home market and which enable imported products sold to consumers to be charged with some or all of the tax charged in
the importing country in respect of similar domestic products).’
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Text Box 1: Relevant GATT Text on Border Tax Adjustment

Article II:2(a) of the GATT:

Nothing in this Article shall prevent any contracting party from imposing at any time on the
importation of any product: a charge equivalent to an internal tax imposed consistently with
the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article III (footnote omitted) in respect of the like domestic
product or in respect of an article from which the imported product has been manufactured
or produced in whole or in part.

Article III:2 of the GATT:

The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other
contracting party shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal
charges of any kind in excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like domestic products.
Moreover, no contracting party shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges
to imported or domestic products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1 [footnote
omitted].

Basic features of a BTA are laid out in Article II:2(a)
of the GATT (see Text Box 1). Put simply, Parties
may impose a charge on an imported product,
provided it is equivalent to an internal tax the
relevant Parties already impose on ‘like’ domestic
products or on an article from which the imported
product has been produced in whole or in part (Das,
2011). Additionally, they need to ensure that the BTA
abides by the National Treatment requirements of
Article III:2 of the GATT (see Text Box 1), which are
aimed at ensuring that imported products are not
discriminated vis-à-vis ‘like’ domestic products. This
essentially requires the following two conditions to
be satisfied if applying any BTA (Das, 2011):
•

Imports are not charged, either directly or
indirectly, ‘in excess of’ those applied on ‘like’
domestic products; and

•

Internal taxes or other internal charges are not
applied to imported or domestic products in a
manner that affords ‘protection to domestic
production’.

The Working Party dwelled upon the phrase ‘directly
or indirectly’ as enshrined in Article III:2 of the
GATT, and concluded that taxes directly levied on
products are eligible for BTA, as are indirect taxes
levied on products. The Working Party did not reach a
conclusion, however, on whether BTAs are allowable
with regard to taxes imposed only on inputs that are
physically incorporated in the final product or also in
respect of inputs that are exhausted in the production
process. The Working Party merely noted that ‘there
was a divergence of views with regard to the eligibility
for adjustment of certain categories of tax’, such as
the ‘taxes occultes’, which encompass consumption
taxes on capital equipment, auxiliary materials and
services used in the transportation and production of
other taxable goods, as well as taxes on advertising,
energy, machinery and transport.
Neither the GATT nor the WTO dispute settlement
bodies have had the occasion to resolve the issue.
The only relevant precedent is the GATT Panel
decision in the US-Superfund case.28 This involved
the US’ Superfund Act, under which the US levies
taxes on imports of certain chemicals and the end-

28
United States - Taxes on Petroleum and Certain Imported Substances (henceforth US-Superfund), Report of the Panel adopted on
June 17th 1987 (L/6175 - 34S/136).
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products using those chemicals as inputs. The panel
concluded that taxes on substances used in the
composition of the final product could be adjusted
at the border. In this particular case, however, it
remained unclear whether those substances were
still physically present in the final product, or
whether they had been exhausted in the production
process, and the Panel made no distinction to
that effect (WTO, 1997). Thus, the jury is still out
on whether a BTA is permissible for taxes imposed
on an input not physically incorporated in the final
product, as would be the case for a tax on energy. It
would ultimately depend on how broadly any future
WTO dispute interprets the terms of Article II: 2(a)
and Article III:2 of the GATT.
Another grey area is the concept of ‘like’ products
as enshrined in Article II:2(a) of the GATT. To give an
example, can aluminium produced using electricity
generated from coal be treated ‘like’ aluminium
produced using electricity from natural gas or
renewable energy, even if the carbon intensity of the
former would be much higher than the latter? As per
GATT/WTO jurisprudence, the following criteria may
be taken into account in determining ‘like’ products,
on a case-by-case basis:
•

the products’ properties, nature and quality, i.e.
the physical features of the products;29

•

the products’ end-uses in a given market, i.e. the
extent to which they are capable of serving the
same or similar end-uses;30

•

consumers’ tastes and habits, i.e. the extent to
which consumers perceive and treat the products
as alternative means of performing the same
function(s) in order to satisfy a particular want
or demand;31 and

•

the international classification of the products
for tariff purposes32 (e.g. the Harmonized System
Codes commodity classification, or HS Code).

Any determination of ‘like’ products should ideally
take into account all the criteria, even if they
provide ‘conflicting indications’.33 Moreover, the
list of criteria should not be considered exhaustive,
as other elements could be taken into account by
a WTO dispute settlement panel when deciding on
the likeness of products.34 Furthermore, any WTO
dispute settlement panel is likely to have some
discretion in determining the likeness of products.
35
In the end, any decision will likely depend on the
specific circumstances of each case,36 as well as the
discretion of the WTO panel examining the case.

5.1.2 Trade Law Implications for
BCA Design37

Reflecting the legal complexities discussed in the
previous section, much ink has been spilled on
whether – and under which conditions – BCAs could
be compatible with WTO law.38 While scholars may
disagree, it is clear that the WTO legality of BCAs
will ultimately depend on their design. Designing and
implementing a BCA in a way that protects against
all challenges is difficult, although it is possible to
reduce incompatibilities with WTO law. With that in
mind, this section discusses key BCA features and
aspects of implementation that influence their WTO
compliance.
First, the rationale or justification of the measure
matters. As explained in Section 3.2, BCAs serve
various purposes. But not all of them hold equal
sway in a WTO dispute. An environmental rationale –
e.g. tackling carbon leakage, internalising the social
cost of carbon, overcoming domestic resistance
against deeper emission reductions or inducing other
countries to join international climate efforts – would
help prove that a measure is ‘necessary’ to protect
human, animal or plant life or health under Article
XX(b) of the GATT or ‘relating to’ the conservation of
exhaustible natural resources under Article XX(g).39

29
GATT (1970). Also Appellate Body Report, Canada — Certain Measures Concerning Periodicals (Canada — Periodicals ) (1997),
WT/DS31/AB/R, pp. 21–22.
30
Ibid.
31
Ibid.
32
Appellate Body Report, Panel Report, Japan – Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages (Japan –Alcoholic Beverages II), WT/DS8/R, WT/
DS10/R, WT/DS11/R, adopted November 1st 1996, modified by Appellate Body Report, WT/DS8/AB/R, WT/DS10/AB/R, WT/DS11/AB/R,
DSR 1996:I, 125, pp. 21–22.
33
See the Appellate Body Report, European Communities – Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Products (EC –
Asbestos), WT/DS135/AB/R, adopted April 5th 2001, DSR 2001:VII, 3243, paragraphs 109 and 120.
34
See the Appellate Body Report, EC – Asbestos, para. 102.
35
See the Appellate Body Report, Japan-Alcoholic Beverages II, pp.19-21.
36
See the Appellate Body Report, Panel Report, Japan – Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, pp. 19, 20, 25, 26.
37
This section is updated and adapted from van Asselt (2014).
38
See, e.g., Goh (2004); de Cendra (2006); Ismer and Neuhoff (2007); Pauwelyn (2007; 2013); Quick (2008); Bordoff (2009); Das
(2011); Kaufmann and Weber (2011); Tamiotti (2011); Zane (2011); Condon and Ignaciuk (2013); Holzer (2014); Astoria (2015); Trachtman
(2016); Chang (2017).
39
Additionally, of course, the measure will have to meet the requirements of the chapeau, or introductory paragraph, of Art. XX GATT,
which specifies that the application of the measure must not constitute a ‘means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination’ or a ‘disguised
restriction on international trade’.
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By contrast, an economic rationale – e.g. safeguarding
the competitiveness of energy-intensive industries or
levelling the playing field – would not be considered
a legitimate objective under the exceptions of Article
XX (Epps and Green, 2010: 144–147; Tamiotti,
2011: 1207-1208; Zane, 2011: 217–218; Pauwelyn,
2013: 450–452; Holzer, 2014: 156). While explicitly
mentioning the environmental objectives of the BCA
would increase the chances of WTO compatibility,
the main difficulty is to ensure that there is a rational
connection between the BCA and the environmental
objective (Howse and Eliason, 2009: 72).
This leads to a second point: the extent to which the
BCA effectively contributes to climate change mitigation
is relevant (Bordoff, 2009; Epps and Green, 2010:
148–151). For the purposes of Article XX(b), for
example, it is important to determine whether the
measure is ‘apt’ to make a ‘material contribution to
the achievement of its objective’.40 If a measure is to
address carbon leakage, but estimates of leakage are
low for the covered sectors, or the BCA will unlikely
help address the problem (see also Houser et al.,
2008; Reinaud, 2008), it may be difficult to prove
a sufficient nexus with the objective under Article
XX(b) (Holzer, 2014: 152).
Third, the application of the BCA to either imports
and/or exports is of importance. Applying the BCA
to exports through a rebate could be considered
a prohibited export subsidy under the Agreement
on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM
Agreement) (Holzer, 2014; but see for a contrasting
view Trachtman, 2016). Moreover, it could discourage
emission reductions in export-oriented sectors, and
thereby undermine the environmental rationale of
the measure (see the discussion in Holzer, 2014:
201–205). Export rebates could further undermine
the justification of a BCA on imports under Article
XX GATT by making its application on the whole
amount correspond to arbitrary and unjustifiable
discrimination (Hufbauer et al., 2009: 68). Therefore,
compared to BCAs that only apply to imports, the
legal hurdles of BCAs applying to both imports and
exports are higher.
Fourth, the timing of the BCA is important. Putting
immediately in place a BCA – e.g. in conjunction with
a new ETS or with changes to an existing one – would
effectively leave little or no time for the necessary
good faith and serious negotiations, and could
undermine the chances of justifying the measure
under Article XX.

What is required in this regard is ‘serious, across-theboard negotiations with the objective of concluding
bilateral or multilateral agreements’ to address
climate change.41 Arguably, the on-going climate
negotiations – or even the negotiations that led to
the Paris Agreement – could be said to already meet
this criterion. However, bilateral negotiations with
countries potentially affected by the BCA may in
any case be warranted in light of fairness and due
process criteria (see below).
Fifth, for determining whether a measure is
consistent with the most-favoured nation treatment
provision under Article I of the GATT, the national
treatment provision under Article III, as well as for
its justifiability under Article XX, it matters how the
level of the adjustment is determined and whether it is
applied across the board. In particular, it is important
to assess how well the adjustment corresponds to a
product’s actual emissions (Tamiotti, 2011: 1208).
For instance, if the BCA applies to all imports
regardless of the emissions in the production
process (e.g. aluminium produced with electricity
from renewable energy sources), it could help meet
the most-favoured nation treatment under Article
I. At the same time, by also including exporters
of low-emission products, it could undermine the
environmental justification of the BCA. One way
of overcoming this would be to adjust the BCA
if individual exporting firms can prove that their
emissions are lower than a certain benchmark (see
the discussion in Ismer and Neuhoff, 2007).
Sixth, for the justification of a measure under the
chapeau of Article XX, it is important to understand
how the BCA accounts for climate policies in other
countries (Hertel, 2011: 673). WTO jurisprudence
suggests that members are allowed to condition
market access on the establishment of regulatory
programmes ‘comparable in effectiveness’ to the
programme in the country adopting the measure, as
long as ‘sufficient latitude […] to achieve the level
of effectiveness required’ is provided.42 This would
mean that the country imposing the BCA would need
to consider whether another country has climate
change mitigation policies already in place – as
well as their (potential) effectiveness. Moreover, the
country imposing the BCA would need to do so,
‘taking into consideration different conditions which
may occur’ in other countries.43 This means that
a blanket requirement for other countries to have
in place the same policies or the same targets is
unlikely to withstand scrutiny in the WTO.

40
Brazil – Retreaded Tyres, AB Report, para. 151.
41
US – Shrimp, AB Report, para. 166. As noted by the WTO Appellate Body, such negotiations need not be successful. US – Shrimp
(Article 21.5), AB Report, para. 134. See also Pauwelyn (2013: 504).
42
US – Shrimp (Article 21.5), AB Report, para. 144.
43
US – Shrimp, AB Report, para. 164.
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This is closely related to the seventh point, whether
and to what extent the BCA differentiates between
foreign countries. For various reasons, BCAs may
target specific countries (e.g. major emitters) and
exempt others (e.g. least developed countries and
small island states, or emitters that fall below a de
minimis threshold). This is most obviously relevant
with respect to the most-favoured-nation treatment
rule of Article I of the GATT. If a measure is applied
to ‘like’ products based on their country of origin,
favouring products from countries with more
ambitious climate policies (or exempting countries
given negligible emission levels) and penalising
products from countries with weak or no climate
policies, a violation of this principle is possible. This
violation may be avoided by uniformly imposing a
BCA on all imported products (Pauwelyn, 2007:
32). However, if the environmental rationale for
the measure is to induce states to adopt climate
measures of their own or join international efforts,
this justification would be undermined, with further
reverberations when, for instance, the justification
of a trade measure under Article XX is ascertained.
Moreover, as noted above, Article XX instructs the
country imposing the BCA to consider whether
different conditions prevail in other countries, which
may be the case for least-developed countries. In
short, differential treatment of countries may make
a violation of Article I inevitable, but it may increase
the chances of an Article XX defence.
Eighth, it matters whether and how the implementation
of BCAs respects ‘basic fairness and due process’.44
For WTO compliance, it is important that other
countries are involved in the operationalization of
the measure.45 For instance, if the BCA takes into
account the level of action in another country, is
the process transparent (Pauwelyn, 2013: 505)?
And does the BCA allow foreign producers to appeal
against such decisions (Hufbauer et al., 2009: 86)?
Finally, it matters whether a BCA is adopted
unilaterally or in the context of a multilateral framework
(Chang, 2017). If a multilateral agreement were
to be adopted – e.g. under the UNFCCC – the nonprotectionist intent of such a measure could be
taken for granted in the assessment under Article XX
(Holzer, 2014: 245–246).

44
45

40

5.2 Relevant Design
Considerations from an
Economic Perspective
An important premise for the justification of BCAs
is the causation of emissions leakage by uneven
carbon constraints (see Section 3.2), and – where
such leakage occurs – the absence of less restrictive
measures to effectively prevent it. Empirical evidence
of carbon leakage remains scarce, in part because
the carbon constraints imposed to date have lacked
ambition, and sectors considered vulnerable to
leakage have generally been protected through
safeguards implemented behind the border (IPCC,
2014: 1163). Theoretical analyses go as far as
suggesting that leakage under unilateral climate
action is serious enough to outweigh its benefits
(Coglianese et al., 2008). Ex ante simulations using
computable general equilibrium (CGE) and partial
equilibrium (PE) models suggest the possibility of
statistically significant impacts, with leakage rates
– defined as foreign emissions increases in relation
to domestic emission reductions – estimated in
the range of 5% to 30% (Böhringer, Balistreri and
Rutherford, 2012). Sectors with high energy intensity
that are exposed to international trade, such as
cement, steel, and aluminium, could see considerably
higher leakage rates (Demailly et al., 2008; Ponssard
et al., 2008), with some studies estimating them
up to 90% (Chen 2009). Empirical ex post analyses
have confirmed the existence of leakage, although
typically at lower rates (Aichele et al., 2015; Garsous
et al., 2017; see however also Levinson et al., 2008).
What emerges from these studies, therefore, is that
a degree of leakage risk exists, and is concentrated
on a small number of sectors (Fischer et al., 2012).
Pressure to address emissions leakage, especially in
sectors with high energy intensity and trade exposure,
can thus be expected to continue and possibly grow
as carbon constraints become more stringent in
line with the Paris Agreement. As mentioned earlier,
measures to counteract emissions leakage have, to
date, been largely taken behind the border in the
form of full or partial exemptions, rebates, and other
forms of preferential treatment under domestic
climate policies. In the EU ETS, for instance, the
approach chosen to prevent leakage is free allocation
of emissions allowances, which has been largely
successful (Bolscher et al., 2013). In theory, free
allocation should only affect the distribution of effort
and not the environmental outcome, measured in
terms of overall emissions. In practice, however, it
has revealed a number of unintended effects, such as
muted policy signals along the value chain, windfall
profits from cost pass-through, perverse incentives
to increase production, and downward pressure on

US – Shrimp, AB Report, para. 181.
US – Shrimp, AB Report, paras. 181–183.
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allowance prices (de Bruyn et al., 2016; Neuhoff et
al., 2016). Full or partial exemptions from carbon
constraints, another approach to protect vulnerable
sectors, by definition limit the mitigation outcome
such constraints are meant to achieve. Where
auctioning, pricing, or other forms of payments are
affected, exemptions and free allocation also weaken
revenue streams, which can indirectly undermine
investment in mitigation and adaptation efforts.
Despite their observed shortfalls, however, existing
safeguards have become deeply entrenched, a
dynamic borne out by recent negotiations on the
future direction of climate policies, such as the
EU ETS and the Californian emissions trading
system. Although often designed to be temporary,
these measures have proven resilient to change,
and will likely remain in place given the observed
context of persistent policy heterogeneity and rising
protectionist pressures. As parties to the Paris
Agreement engage in progressively more ambitious
climate action, the undesirable effects of existing
responses to leakage may become untenable, raising
the question of more suitable alternatives. BCAs
offer a potential solution with their promise to reduce
carbon leakage without muting market signals or
generating windfall profits. Much analysis has gone
into assessing the economic implications of BCAs,
with relevant studies generally acknowledging their
ability to alleviate or prevent leakage, although the
extent of such benefits is difficult to predict and
depends on the assessment method.
A recent survey of economic literature (Branger et al.,
2014), for instance, found that BCAs could reduce
the leakage ratio by an average of 6% relative to a
policy scenario without border adjustments. Ex ante
studies with global dynamic CGE models provide a
range of estimates, depending on the assumptions
used for factors such as price elasticity of demand,
elasticity of trade substitution, returns to scale, and
the technological response of individual industries.
A recent study comparing different modelling
approaches concluded that BCAs can be effective in
reducing leakage, on average reducing production
losses from energy intensive and trade exposed
sectors from 2.8% to 1% (Böhringer, Balistreri and
Rutherford, 2012). It is worth mentioning, however,
that individual studies have also suggested more
modest effects (Kuik et al., 2010) and aggregate
welfare losses (Winchester et al., 2011). Assessing
the merits of BCAs relative to other policies to
counteract leakage, research has found that BCAs can
be significantly more effective than tax exemptions
and output-based rebates because they preserve
price incentives for consumers (Böhringer, Carbone,
and Rutherford, 2012; Böhringer et al., 2014; Monjon
et al., 2011), although there, too, outcomes depend

on relative emissions rates, elasticity of substitution,
and consumption volumes (Fischer et al., 2012).
Aside from confirming the general effectiveness and
relative benefits of BCAs, economic research also
yields a number of important insights for BCA design.
Past work has identified indirect leakage caused by
reduced fossil fuel demand and ensuing pressure on
fuel prices as the most significant leakage channel,
accounting for between one half and two thirds of
total effects (Burniaux et al., 2000). In global energy
markets, the pressure exercised on fossil fuel prices
in regions that have introduced carbon constraints
will stimulate demand elsewhere for the same fuels,
shifting emissions across regions and weakening
the aggregate mitigation effect of domestic climate
action. Such indirect leakage is particularly difficult
to address through policy. For one, it supports
application of BCAs to sectors with comparable
production methods across jurisdictions, where the
share of emissions from production outweighs the
share of emissions from energy inputs.46
Indirect leakage also has implications for the scope
of a BCA. One study suggests that BCAs will be most
effective when applied in a setting where a limited
number of countries has implemented ambitious
carbon constraints. In such a situation, declines
in world fossil fuel prices will remain secondary to
leakage through production displacement. As the
group of acting countries grows, the need for and
effectiveness of BCAs will eventually drop as BCAs
address a diminishing leakage rate (Burniaux et al.,
2010; Böhringer et al., 2014). At the same time, it
bears recalling that BCAs pursue a dual purpose and
the political leverage effect is an important objective
alongside with levelling uneven climate policy efforts
(see Section 3.2). An expanding coalition of countries
with BCAs will exert greater political pressure on the
laggards to adopt carbon constraints (Böhringer
et al., 2016), which, in turn, can counteract both
direct leakage through production and investment
relocation, and indirect leakage through fossil fuel
displacement.
Scope and coverage of a BCA also matter for
other reasons. Including additional GHGs, such as
methane, nitrous oxides, and fluorinated gases, as
well as more sectors, such as agriculture or waste,
has shown to reduce potential welfare losses under
a BCA (Ghosh et al., 2012). That said, most leakage
reduction benefits can already be obtained when
a BCA is applied to the most important energy
intensive and trade exposed sectors (Böhringer,
Carbone, and Rutherford, 2012). The inclusion of
only four products, namely cement, aluminium,
steel, and electricity, was suggested as the most
economically efficient option to reduce leakage in

46
Among these sectors, the most prominent example is the cement industry, which was classified as a source of carbon leakage in
the EU (see also Section 4.1.3). Production cost differentials caused by uneven climate policies can be a major factor promoting international
trade in clinker and cement.
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the EU ETS (Monjon et al., 2011), as it would avoid
the administrative cost and trans-shipment risk
associated with the inclusion of goods with more
complex supply chains. Extensive sectoral and gas
coverage may be beneficial in theory, but can also
alter the terms of trade and shift more of the burden
towards developing countries (Babiker et al., 2005),
which contravenes core principles of the climate and
trade regimes (Böhringer, Carbone, and Rutherford
2016). Finally, excluding exports from a BCA can
weaken its ability to counteract leakage (Branger et
al., 2014), although most of the benefits should even
accrue under a system limited to imports (Böhringer,
Balistreri, and Rutherford, 2012; Fischer et al.,
2012).
Use of the revenue levied through a BCA significantly
influences the overall effects of the BCA (McKibbin
et al., 2017), with application towards reducing
other distortions in the economy preferable from the
perspective of the implementing country, but not
necessarily the most equitable or politically viable
option.

5.3 Interim Conclusions
Important guidance on the design and implementation
of a BCA can be derived from the legal and economic
considerations outlined in the previous subsections.
In the absence of judicial precedent, it is difficult
to define the precise boundaries of a BCA design
that is compliant with international trade law. Still,
relevant case law and academic analysis suggest
that a carefully designed BCA can minimise legal
vulnerabilities under applicable free trade rules.
Compliance can be achieved at two levels of WTO
law: by observing Articles I and III of the GATT,47 and
by qualifying for an exception under Article XX of the
GATT.

Compliance at the first level requires that the BCA
avoid discriminating between or against other
countries. Ideally, therefore, it will not be imposed
on products based on their country of origin,
nor should it differentiate between products of
different countries on geographic grounds. Uniform
application to all trading partners would fail to
account for climate efforts in other countries,
however, and thus compromise the leveraging effect
of a BCA. It would also be at odds with the principle
of ‘Common but Differentiated Responsibilities
and Respective Capabilities’ (CBDR&RC). Resolving
the tension between non-discrimination and
differentiation requires distinctions based on carbon
content rather than origin. This has implications for
the scope and coverage of the BCA, as well as for the
methodologies to determine embedded carbon and
calculate adjustment levels.
Given remaining uncertainties, any country exploring
the introduction of a BCA should ensure that its
design also meets the conditions of an exception
under Article XX of the GATT. Through this second
pathway to compliance, even a BCA that is found to
be discriminatory can potentially survive a judicial
dispute before the WTO. To qualify, the BCA must
clearly identify the reduction of emissions leakage
as its sole purpose, and document its ability to
achieve that aim. Various features of a BCA, from
its justification and coverage to revenue use, can
be designed to reflect this condition. Additionally,
its implementation should be preceded by efforts
to negotiate a cooperative solution to leakage, and
guarantee a transparent, predictable, and inclusive
process.

47
Where a BCA is implemented to adjust for a carbon tax, it should additionally be aligned with the criteria for permissible BTAs set out
in Article II:2(a) of the GATT.
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Economic research also provides valuable insights
for BCA design. Not only does it confirm the
threat of leakage and the shortfalls of existing
countermeasures, but it also reveals that leakage is
concentrated on a subset of energy intensive sectors
exposed to international trade. Although broader
coverage of products and gases tends to increase
overall efficiency, this finding justifies focusing on the
foregoing sectors, as they also tend to have shallow
supply chains, relatively transparent production
processes, and a high share of direct relative
to indirect emissions. Limiting a BCA to these
sectors reduces administrative complexity without
compromising the environmental nexus required
under Article XX of the GATT. Further, most benefits
from a BCA can be harnessed by addressing imports
only, avoiding any risk that inclusion of exports might
be considered a prohibited export subsidy. And finally,
economic research also suggests that a BCA should
be limited in duration, since its effectiveness will
subside with more countries adopting comparable
carbon constraints.

Figure 1: Pathways to BCA Compliance

Type of
Climate Policy

Compliance
conditional on:

Avoidance of
Discrimination

Carbon Tax

Other Policies

(or other Charge)

(eg. Emission Trading)

Art. III:2 and II:2(a)
GATT

Art. III:4 GATT

If violation found

Environmental
Effectiveness
and Due Process

Exception

Exception

Art. XX GATT

Art. XX GATT
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6

Principles and
Recommendations
for BCA Design

6.1 Overview

6.2 Scope and Coverage

Sometime during the second half of the century,
the Paris Agreement with its embedded logic of
progressive climate ambition and stated objective
of net zero emissions should result in global
convergence of mitigation efforts. In the near
term, however, domestic climate action will remain
heterogeneous. Among unilateral measures to level
uneven carbon constraints, BCAs are the only option
to offer both effective protection against leakage
and an incentive for other countries to strengthen
their efforts. Still, they are politically controversial
and administratively demanding (Persson, 2010;
Reinaud, 2008), and therefore need to be carefully
designed and implemented. Based on the analysis
of legal and economic literature, and existing case
studies and proposals, the following subsections
set out a BCA design that strikes a balance between
legal durability, ease of implementation, and
environmental performance.

Any BCA has to determine its scope and coverage,
that is, specify the products and trade flows affected
by it, the sectors or geographies it applies to, and the
types of carbon constraints it adjusts for. A number
of considerations for BCA design emerge from the
literature and case law.
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6.2.1 Product Coverage

A BCA should apply to products, not producers
or activities, to improve its legal prospects under
international trade law (Hillman, 2013: 7). Although
economic research suggests that applying a BCA
to both imports and exports can increase its
effectiveness in preventing leakage (see Section
5.2), the scope should be limited to imports. Doing
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so hedges against classification as a prohibited
export subsidy under the SCM Agreement (de
Cendra, 2006; see, however, Trachtman, 2016), and
avoids creating an incentive for domestic producers
to increase the carbon intensity of exports, which
could potentially result in an increase in emissions.
Even with this limitation, a BCA on imports will still
secure a majority of its potential benefits (Böhringer,
Balistreri, and Rutherford, 2012; Fischer et al.,
2012).

6.2.2 Sectoral Coverage

Including only products from sectors with high
carbon cost and trade exposure as well as limited
ability to pass costs through to consumers greatly
reduces the administrative and technical burden of a
BCA (OECD, 2013: 12) while still delivering significant
environmental benefits (Böhringer, Carbone, and
Rutherford 2012). Such sectors include cement,
steel, and aluminium, where the value of embodied
carbon products, as a percentage of value added,
tends to be relatively high compared to manufactured
products (Cosbey et al., 2012). By ensuring that the
BCA only covers sectors where inclusion affords
clear environmental benefits, this narrow scope also
helps meet the conditions set out in Article XX of
the GATT. It should also help political passage, as
the affected sectors tend to be influential domestic
constituencies, yet their inclusion does not cause a
strong shift in the terms of trade to the detriment of
developing countries (Fischer, 2015: 305).
Determination of these sectors can build on
established criteria and thresholds already in use
in several jurisdictions, and should be accompanied
by ex ante studies to identify vulnerable industries
and possible downstream impacts. Typically,
the inclusion threshold would be defined as a
combined measure of carbon intensity, calculated
as the emission levels and compliance cost in a
sector relative to its contribution to GDP, and trade
intensity, calculated as the value of imports and
exports in a sector relative to total production plus
imports (Cosbey et al., 2014: 223). Together, these
two criteria can help establish whether the carbon
price will substantially raise production costs, and
whether competition on international markets will
prevent passing these through to consumers without
resulting in substitution by foreign products.

6.2.3 Geographic Scope

To comply with Article I of the GATT and prevent
avoidance (‘trans-shipment’) strategies by importers
(Kortum et al., 2016), the BCA should opt for a
sectoral focus and avoid exempting entire countries
based on their specific attributes, such as domestic
climate policies or participation in a common
climate agreement (Godard, 2007; Pauwelyn,
2007). Uniform application to all countries would
compromise the leveraging effect of a BCA, however.
It would also be at odds with the principle of
‘Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and
Respective Capabilities’ (CBDR&RC) in the climate
regime and the ‘Special and Differential Treatment’
(SDT) provisions of the trade regime. Therefore,
although desirable, differentiation should be based
on differences in the carbon content of products, not
their country of origin. A permissible way to introduce
differentiation is to give countries an opportunity
to demonstrate the stringency of their domestic
climate efforts, averting the imposition of the BCA or
reducing the adjustment level (see Sections 6.5 and
6.6). Moreover, an exemption of Least-Developed
Countries (LDCs) – who contribute only minimally
to global emissions – would be compatible with the
environmental objective of the BCA and has been
a consistent feature in past policy proposals (van
Asselt et al., 2010; Monjon et al., 2010).

6.2.4 Policy Coverage

Determining a differential in ambition is easiest with
policies that create an explicit carbon price, making
the latter a natural starting point for a BCA. Less
than 15% of global emissions are currently covered
by an explicit price on carbon, however, and price
levels tend to be significantly lower than the cost of
compliance with other non-price carbon constraints
(World Bank et al., 2017). Over time, as data and
methodologies improve, a BCA could seek to adjust
for the differential between effective carbon prices
faced by domestic and foreign producers under
carbon pricing policies and other carbon constraints
implemented in a given sector (for further details, see
Section 6.6.2). Inclusion of policies addressing CO2
emissions would already capture a significant share
of emissions associated with imported products,
although extension to policies targeting other
relevant gases and black carbon, using accepted
global warming potential (GWP) metrics, could also
be pursued to increase the efficiency of the BCA.
Policy coverage has implications for the applicable
provisions of the GATT (see above, Figure 3).
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6.3 Carbon Content
Because BCAs adjust for differences in embedded
carbon and applicable carbon constraints, they also
have to identify the scope and a methodology to
calculate targeted emissions.

6.3.1 Emissions Scope and
Benchmarks

Applying a BCA requires first determining (or
estimating) the amount of embodied carbon in a
given product. The carbon content of a product can
be determined by calculating the emissions from the
production process, which involves emissions from
energy inputs such as electricity and heat, as well as
emissions from the production process itself. Ideally,
this calculation would be made for each production
facility based on actual emissions (Elliott et al.,
2012). But the measurement of direct emissions
is not always feasible, and would face additional
obstacles – including potential legal challenges – in a
cross-border context (Kortum et al., 2017). Therefore,
measures such as a BCA will generally be based on
standardised benchmarks serving as a proxy for the
carbon intensity of products. Benchmark values can
be set to reflect average performance or best (or
worst) available technology in a sector, either at a
national, regional or global level.
For the BCA design proposed here, limiting the
scope of emissions to those originating from the
manufacturing process and from electricity and heat
generated offsite and used as inputs for production
will cover a majority of relevant emissions without
adding to technical complexity. Direct and indirect
emissions should be determined using different
methodologies:
•
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Global average sectoral benchmarks for direct
emissions: For direct emissions from production,
the CIM proposal of 2009 (Section 4.1.3)
envisioned focusing on sectors instead of
countries, and thereby reducing the link to specific
country attributes that might have prompted
accusations of discrimination under Article I of
the GATT. Applying the global average emissions
intensity of sectors affected by a BCA on imports
strikes a balance between legal concerns about
a country focus, broader fairness considerations,
and the need to provide a sustained incentive
for continued emission reductions. Multiple
benchmarks may be needed in some sectors to
reflect different production technologies.

•

Regional emission factors for indirect emissions:
Indirect emissions from electricity and heat
generated offsite should be included, provided
they are also subject to a carbon constraint
domestically. Because energy is often traded
across national borders, and interconnected
electricity markets do not always follow political
boundaries, determination of indirect emissions
should be based on average grid emission
factors in electricity markets rather than national
averages. Again, applying this approach helps
avoid a legally problematic link to country-specific
characteristics, and also better represents the
local features of the energy supply.

In the absence of suitable or accurate data, a
jurisdiction imposing a BCA could also base the
determination of embedded carbon on the average
direct and indirect emissions intensity of its own
domestic goods (Hillman, 2013: 8). Past policy
proposals, such as the 2007 FAIR and 2009 CIM
proposals (see Sections 4.1), avoided technical
complexity and legal risk by basing the calculation
of embedded carbon on the average carbon intensity
of domestic goods.
As aggregate values, however, standardised
benchmarks will invariably fail to represent
accurately the emissions performance of individual
emitters. To comply with judicial precedent, foreign
producers should be afforded a transparent,
accessible process to document actual emissions
with third-party-verified data, and be able to thereby
demonstrate if their carbon intensity is lower than a
sectoral average benchmark. Importantly, that option
introduces a permissible element of differentiation,
which contributes to the leveraging purpose of
the BCA and incentivises mitigation in exporting
countries (Cosbey et al., 2012: 16). It can also raise
administrative challenges and strain capacities of
some affected trading partners (Persson, 2010),
justifying allocation of some or all of the revenue to
foreign capacity building efforts (see below, Section
6.5). A more ambitious proposal would involve
creating a joint body under the WTO and the UNFCCC
to develop a common international standard for the
calculation of the carbon content of goods, coupled
with a waiver for certain climate policies that restrict
trade based on embodied carbon (Bacchus, 2016).

6.3.2

Data Sources

Having to collect data on foreign emissions is often
cited as a barrier to BCA implementation, but
availability of such data has greatly improved in
recent years. A growing number of multi-regional
input-output databases, such as EXIOBASE, the
World Input-Output Database (WIOD), the Global
Climate Strategies

Resource Accounting Model (GRAM), and the Global
Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) (van de Lindt et al.,
2017; Wiebe, Gandy and Lutz, 2016), the OECD’s
Inter-Country Input-Output (ICIO) Database (Wiebe
and Yamano, 2016), and upcoming initiatives such
as the Carbon Loophole project (ClimateWorks
Foundation, 2017), provide continuously improving
datasets for the determination of carbon embedded
in internationally traded goods. Likewise, increasing
granularity of life cycle and life cycle sustainability
assessment (LCA and LCSA) approaches (Onat et
al., 2017) and standardisation of methodologies
to quantify the carbon footprint of products (ISO,
2013) are helping provide a more robust body
of data for BCA implementation. Accounting of
emissions associated with consumption is now
published consistently for a number of countries
and may eventually become a standard component
of national environmental accounts (Dawkins et al.,
2017).

price in that sector, and multiplying it by the relevant
benchmark, is recommended.

6.4 Adjustment Level

An effective carbon price is the sum of explicit and
implicit carbon prices under applicable carbon
constraints, and is based on the notion that even
policies that do not generate an explicit carbon price
– such as a carbon tax or emissions trading system –
impose a private cost on covered emitters reflecting
their marginal abatement cost and the mandated
level of emission reductions, as well as a cost to
society at large (generally Posner, 1971). Given the
focus on avoiding leakage, which is primarily caused
by differences in the policy burden facing emitters,
only the private cost should be considered here.
Determining the effective carbon price applicable to
a given sector can build on existing methodologies,
for instance by correlating energy taxes with the
carbon content of fuels, identifying the average
sectoral abatement cost and multiplying it by
mandated emission reductions, or using computable
general equilibrium (CGE) models to identify the
carbon price needed to achieve mandated emission
reductions in a sector (OECD, 2013).

Once embedded emissions have been calculated,
the level of adjustment needs to be determined
considering any exemptions and rebates afforded to
domestic producers. As a default, the adjustment
will be based on the sectoral benchmark multiplied
by an explicit carbon price and the amount of
product, which, in the case of a variable carbon
price (e.g. in an emissions trading system), can be
averaged across a specified period. Where no explicit
carbon price exists, or the importing jurisdiction has
introduced multiple complementary instruments
in the covered sector, the determination of the net
policy differential is considerably more difficult. In
such a policy context, identifying the effective carbon

Importantly, the BCA is only meant to adjust for an
actual differential between foreign and domestic
climate policy in the covered sectors. For that reason,
the level of the BCA has to reflect exemptions,
rebates or free allocation in the importing country,
as well as carbon constraints applied to imports in
the country of origin. All of these are then deducted
from the determined level. As with the calculation
of embedded emissions, moreover, each exporting
emitter should be given an opportunity to submit
third-party-verified data on marginal abatement cost
under all applicable carbon constraints. A transparent
and impartial process involving independent third
parties or an international body could help avoid
political or judicial challenges.

Text Box 2: Calculation of the Adjustment Level

A = BM x (Pi – Pe) x (Q x Ex) [+ EFe x EI x Q]
Where:
A = Adjustment
BM = Global sectoral average benchmark
Pi = (explicit/effective) carbon price in importing country
Pe = (explicit/effective) carbon price in exporting country (or: global sectoral average)
Q = quantity of imported product
Ex = Adjustment for exemptions or free allocation in importing country
Efe = Indirect emission factor in exporting country
EI = Energy intensity of imported product
Designing Border Carbon Adjustments for Enhanced Climate Action
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6.5 Revenue Use

6.7 Process

Rather than accrue to the general budget or be
recycled to the public, any revenue collected through
the application of a BCA should be used to further its
environmental objective and should benefit developing
countries affected by it. Although this can weaken the
domestic benefits of introducing a BCA (McKibbin
et al., 2017), it avoids shifting a disproportionate
burden to poorer nations and being inconsistent with
the differential treatment rules under the climate
and trade regimes. Therefore, revenues should be
at least partly allocated to developing countries
to support domestic mitigation and adaptation
efforts, as well as build capacity on measurement,
reporting, and verification. Ultimately, this would
favour the emergence of a more homogenous
climate landscape. With such a design, a BCA can
result in net financial flows to beneficiary countries
(Böhringer, Balistreri, and Rutherford, 2012) while
measurably contributing to the climate finance
obligations of implementing countries. This can
greatly improve the political prospects of the BCA,
and has parallels in international law, for instance
under the Multilateral Fund for the Implementation
of the Montreal Protocol.

To improve political acceptance and the chances of
passing legal scrutiny, the design and implementation
of a BCA should follow a process that ensures fairness,
transparency, and predictability. It should also provide
opportunities for participation by affected countries,
as well as appeal and review procedures. Serious
and inclusive negotiations, conducted in good faith,
should precede the application of a BCA and aim
to reduce the differential in carbon constraints that
raise concerns of leakage. Such bi- or multilateral
engagement is critical to avoid accusations of
protectionism. Because individual climate efforts
remain within the remit of each country and policy
heterogeneity has therefore become an accepted
feature of the international climate regime, the
Paris Agreement may not be enough to satisfy this
requirement.

6.6 Expiration
Instruments that generate revenues can become
entrenched even after their primary objective has
been achieved. To avert that risk, a BCA should be
temporary in nature, and contain a sunset clause
prescribing its expiration unless its extension is
expressly warranted to counteract emission leakage.
More generally, BCAs are not a desirable and stable
framework for climate action in the long run, as a
scenario with multiple BCAs operating in parallel
would incur considerable administrative complexity
(Persson, 2010). Given their leveraging effect, they
ideally prompt their own obsolescence. As countries
gradually expand and deepen their domestic climate
policy frameworks, the need to adjust for policy
differentials subsides, and with it the utility of a BCA.
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As suggested in the proposed BCA for the European
cement sector (see Section 4.1.3), moreover, the
introduction of a BCA and its subsequent extension
to additional sectors should ideally be informed by ex
ante impact studies which also consider the effects
on the downstream sectors. Actual implementation
should then be preceded by early notice and sufficient
lead time to maximize the leveraging effect of the
BCA on other countries, allowing them adequate time
to prepare and implement more ambitious climate
action (Wagner, 2011: 201). Finally, WTO members
looking to implement a BCA can pursue a number
of legal and procedural measures within the trade
regime, which are briefly described below (see Text
Box 3).
The importance of due process cannot be overstated,
both to increase the prospects of a BCA falling under
the exceptions of Article XX of the GATT, and to
ensure a constructive debate that promotes greater
aggregate climate ambition. From the outset,
therefore, a country considering introduction of a
BCA should highlight its environmental rationale and
communicate a transparent timeline describing each
step in the process (see Figure 2).
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Text Box 3: Measures in the Trade Regime

So far, all design recommendations have taken the doctrines and provisions of the international trade regime as a
given. In reality, however, the body of rules constituting the WTO legal system are themselves a dynamic product of
negotiation, and thus not immutable. A country or coalition of countries looking to implement a BCA could therefore
request clarification of the legal conditions and implications within the WTO or a subset of affected countries.
Although such a step could increase legal certainty and coherence across regimes, the required political endorsement
will likely be difficult to secure (Tamiotti, 2011: 1207). This has been evidenced by an earlier – and fruitless – attempt
by Singapore to launch a discussion on BCAs in the WTO Committee on Trade and Environment.48
At an informal level, a country or group of countries preparing to introduce a BCA could pursue several measures
related to the process and institutional cooperation. These could include improved procedures for deliberation
and knowledge transfer between the trade and climate regimes, mandatory assessment of climate impacts in the
context of trade policy reviews, or enhanced transparency through notification and review practices and information
repositories.
In addition, they could pursue more formal routes to shape the trade regime or obtain legal certainty for BCAs,
including, in the order of scope and ambition (Bacchus, 2016; Hufbauer et al., 2009):
•

Seeking an amendment of relevant WTO rules to affirm the legality of a BCA, either positively through inclusion
or negatively through exemption from affected trade disciplines. Such an amendment would be conditional on the
approval of at least 2/3 of WTO members (Article X of the Agreement Establishing the WTO) and has therefore
been rarely successful in practice;

•

One such amendment – subject to the same procedural requirement – could see the inclusion of a moratorium
or ‘peace clause’, based on which WTO members would refrain from challenging national climate measures or
using countermeasures that restrict trade, or from otherwise addressing trade effects in WTO dispute settlement;

•

A high approval threshold also applies to temporary waivers of WTO obligations, which can be adopted under
‘exceptional circumstances’ by a 3/4 majority of members (Article IX:3 of the Agreement Establishing the WTO).
Such a waiver could, for instance, allow trade discrimination based on carbon content, and be coupled with an
assurance of mutual restraint regarding judicial measures. Given their temporary nature, waivers have proven
somewhat easier to achieve;

•

An authoritative interpretation of relevant provisions in the GATT and other WTO Agreements, stating, for instance,
that a BCA falls within the scope of Article XX of the GATT, would similarly require a 3/4 majority of WTO
members (Article IX:2 of the Agreement Establishing the WTO);

•

Finally, another approach would be to modify the product classification system used in trade negotiations, the
World Custom Organization’s Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS), in order to account
for different processes and production methods (Horn et al., 2011).

Despite employing different formal and procedural channels, these options have in common some form of affirmation
that BCAs are in compliance with WTO obligations, thereby preempting judicial proceedings and offering a more
predictable context for implementation. While this justifies their appeal, any steps to establish a new balance between
trade and climate policy would also have to ensure it does not create a justification for excessive protectionism.

48
WTO Committee on Trade and Environment, ‘Promoting Mutual Supportiveness Between Trade and Climate Change
Mitigation Actions: Carbon-related Border Tax Adjustments’, Doc. WT/CTE/W/248, 30 March 2011 https://docs.wto.org/dol2fe/
Pages/FE_Search/ExportFile.aspx?id=95681&filename=Q/WT/CTE/W248.pdf.
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Figure 2: Design Steps and Related Process
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Conclusions

Under the Paris Agreement, climate cooperation has
become broader, and is expected to deepen over time.
At present, however, domestic climate efforts remain
heterogeneous and asymmetrical, bringing concerns
about emissions leakage and competitiveness
impacts to the forefront of the political debate. Based
on a survey of academic literature and existing case
studies, this paper has outlined a BCA design that
balances risks, costs and benefits.

If the BCA is successful, its utility should wane over
time, as climate ambition across trading partners
converges and the BCA addresses rapidly diminishing
leakage rates. Given their complexity and many tradeoffs, BCAs are neither a desirable nor stable option
for global climate action in the long run. Collective
climate action at the required level of stringency will
always remain preferable over unilateral efforts, even
with BCAs.

Still, the general parameters it proposes do not
completely avert legal uncertainty and technical
complexities. For a subset of sectors, however, even
an imperfect BCA compares favourably to some of
the instruments currently in use to address emissions
leakage. By affording the appropriate weight to
avoidance of discrimination and differentiation, and
ensuring a fair, inclusive and transparent process,
the recommended BCA design should prove resilient
to legal challenges under international trade law.

But under the climate regime established by the
Paris Agreement, such convergence will take time,
and time is of the essence. If it is able to remove only
one of the many barriers to more ambitious climate
action and thereby accelerate this convergence, the
residual risks and trade-offs associated with a BCA
may be a price worth paying.
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